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Festival In Full Swing; Thousands Are Expected
Huge Saturday Parade
Has 25 Bands, 21 Floats
A gigantic and colorful Festival
parade Saturday morning will begin a series of events on that day
expected to draw over 30,000 people io the Twin Cities for the final
day of the 1966 Festival.
The parade, always lively and
spectacular, will include 25 marching bands, 21 lovely floats and will
be headed by the 101st Airborne Division Band from Ft. Campbell,
Kentucky. The 101st will also have
a crack drill unit in the parade . .
and from Millington will come their
Navy band and precision drill unit
that made such a spectacular hit
last year.
parade is
The two-mile-long
scheduled to begin its march
through the heart of the Twin
Cities promptly at 10:30 a. m. from
its formation point in South Fulton,
and will end at the corner of 4th
and Eddings Streets in Fulton.
Over 2,000 will participate in the
parade, which will last about two
hours
More than 9700 in prize money
and a number of handsome trophies
wiil be awarded winners in various
categories, including Class A, B
and C bands, drill teams and pro-

Jackie's
Notebook
It is no secret that Jo is far too
busy to fill this column with her
notebook this week. In fact she has
been too busy with Festival activities to devote more than a very
few hours to the newspaper and it
is therefore my privilege to insert
a .g.ge into her notebook.
As an outsider quite close to the
hub of the wheel, I see Jo Westpheling, president of the Fourth International Banana Festival, as the
main part of that hub which also
includes Connie Pawlukiewicz as a
secretary whose duties go far beyond the realm of the "average."
There is of course the calming
influence of Paul Westpheling, the
self-assurance and dependability of
Anna Belle Edwards and these
make up the hub that has turned
constantly since September of 196.5.
Branching from the hub, the
solid spokes have taken their places
in the last few months. These include the Festival Board and most
of some 6500 people too numerous
to men j in, who have contributed
their n. Me spirit to the Banana
Festival project and made a
strung wheel that is rolling wholly
forward as a credit not only to its
component parts, but also to the
very communities out of which it
has risen and to which it owes its
success.
Extremists are necessary to establish a norm. They are not alwnys well liked by everyone nor do
they intend to be. Such an extremist is Jo Westpheling, who at the
risk of being criticized, losing face
or openly ridiculed by members of
the community has tried to
help, has continued to exert her
every effort towards a project for
this area that has definitely received the attention and the encouragement of men far greater
than those who desire to criticize
her tactics.
Jo is an extremist in that she
(Continued on Page Night)

cessions' and non - professional
floats.
Parade viewers will also have an
opportunity to see Princess Vicki
Hurd and all of the contestants in
the Princess Pageant. Pageant
finals and the crowning of a new
Princess are scheduled as the last
event Saturday evening.
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Although accustomed
even the natives of I
would be thrilled to be .:. attend
ailed. at the Festival Beau". Pageant to be held at the Soot Fulton
High School auditorium at 8:00
p. m. on Friday and S.iturday
night.
Tickets should be purc::..sed at
once, for thire may not hi- any to
sell at the door. The Clialliber
Commerce Office has them available at 33.00 for a reserved seat
and $2.00 flu general admission.
I isvcly young ladies front as far
north as Alaska to as far south as
Flu da will compete both timhts in
swim suit and evening gout Ii competitions.
The mellow voice of Dirk Hanley, t,e Esso Reporter of WN1C-TV
Memphis. will introduce and describe the beauties as they walk
the ramp in one of the most exciting contests of their lives.
(Continued on P...ge !runt)

A PANCAKE BREAKF.aST will
be held at the South Fulton High
School Cafeteria from 7:00-9:00
a.m. Friday and Saturday, Sep.
tember 30 and October 1.
Tickets may be purchased from
senior students or will be available
at the door. Adult tickets are $1.00
and student tickets are 50c. Proceeds from the breakfast will go to
the Banana Festival and the Senior Class.
A delicious breakfast is planned under the supervision of Mrs.
Robert Thompson. senior advisor.
The breakfast includes pancakes,
bananas, sausage, syrup, butter,
coffee and milk. These breakfasts
are open to the public and everyone is cordially invited to attend.

The United States Information
Agency has sent the talented producer, Fred von Stange from their
New York Office to prepare a
documentary on the Banana Festival.
The ten minute silent film, which
may have for a background the
music of the Guatamalan Marimba
Band, will be shown in Latim
American Countries.
The purpose of the film will be
the Latin-American
to inform
countries of the wide interest the
area have in the
our
citizens of
banana business as well as in the
culture and welfare of their people,
It will be shown oil television and
in motion picture theaters.
Stange, himself an interesting
person to meet, thoroughly enjoys
his efforts behind the scenes as a
producer of good-will between nations.
The schedule Mr. Stange has
tentatively set out is as follows:
Thursday: Film railroad yards; unlaading, re-packing and re-icing of
bananas.
Friday: Film Ecuadorian art exhibits; Venezuelan exhibits, Art
Guild and Plinois Central exhibits
and International Relations Day.
Saturday: Film parade; banana
pudding; Princess coronation ceremonies.

lumber 39

Princess Pageant Attracts Some
Of Nation's Outste nding .Beauties
.

Pancake Breakfast
South Fulton High
Friday - Saturday

Fred von Stange
Arrives To Film
Banana Festival

• Trirtr Library

,e

Pictured at thit Latin-American craft exhibit are Rosa Lucia Valdivieso (front) and from left to right,
Mrs. Win Whitnell, Miss Lillian Cobb, Miss Myra Sce•rc , Juan Igtiacio Burnes, Lucia Aguirre and Jorge
(Photo by Adelle)
Mahaud.

A Regular Guy,Ray Harm
To Autograph His Prints

By Jackie Caraway
RAY HARM, who will be 40
years old soon and in the prime
of a career as a naturalist artist,
is described by his close friend and
ing
associate, Cletis Weller, as
a "regular guy."
Weller set up the Ray Harm exhibit at the building just east of
Haws Memorial Nursing Home on
Main Street, and is hosting the display, open daily from 1:00-7:30 and
Saturday from 4:00-6:00.
Harm, himself will be on hand
Friday to meet Banana Festival
visitors and autograph prints that
may be purchased from to display.
Upon meeting Harm, it is surprising to note his youth and vigor
and the fact that with a sixth
grade education he is also a writer
and authority on wildlife.
Harm steadfastly refuses to paint
from a photograph and endures
1he trials as well as the thrills
of painting from life. Since many
hours of effort go into painting a
particular species, he produces
very few originals, sometimes no
more than three or four a year.
AMIGOS IN MAYFIELD
Born in West Virginia, Harm left
Ugalde,
when he was 13 and years
home
Carmen.
Astudillo,
Ruth
Fernando Moreano, Pedro Cueba later, after mastering three forand Marcelo Velez were escorted eign languages and studying art
to the Mayfield Rotary Club meet- in Cleveland, he met Wood Haning last week by Mandel Brown, nah of Louisville.
Fulton Band Director. The students Hannah, realizing that Harm had
, econd only to Audubon,
performed at the meeting and re- a talent s
ceived ovations from the mem- encouraged him to locate in Kentucky. Harm agreed, and the Ray
bers.

Harm Wildlife Art, Incorporated
became a reality, with Wood Hannah as president.
The consolidation of the aesthetic mind and Cc economic mind
has become • a happy and profitable partnership PO- both parties.
Harm now VITEICS at •hls own pace,
tContimied on Page Eight)

Alexis Sanchez
Recalls Another
Banana Festival
The following letter was received
last week by Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Sanders from Alexis 0. Sanchez of
Quito, Ecuador. Alexis attended
the Third International Banana
Festival in 1965 and was a guest in
the Sanders home.
"It has been justly one year since
I was in your home. One year is a
long time but not long enough to
erase affections.
I always remember Fulton's people and the pleasure instants with
you in the International Banana
Festival.
I wish the Festival of this year
will be much more interesting, better than the others.
We are waiting to receive all of
you in our house in Quito and to
know something about you."
The letter was signed, "Wishing
you the best, Alexis 0. Sanchez."
The letter expresses the feelings
of Alexis and many other students
who have visited in the Twin Cities.
It is a privilege to share this letter
with our readers.

Crafts Exhibit
Open All Week
Latin-Ametican crafts are on
display in the former Forrester
Shoe Store Building on Main Street.
This exhibit that is made up of
arts and crafts made almost entirely by the stuaents attending the
Banana Festival, is one that should
not be missed.
The display was arranged under
the direction of Mrs Win Whitnel.
Even the hand crafted metal
shades for the balns come from
Er.
a a dor.
Some of the hostesses for the exhibit are Mrs. Lillian Cobb and
Miss Myra Seearce. The hostesses
are pleased to point out the lovely
pan ams as well as the wood carved
items, hats, trays and lovely house}mid items.

Miss Debbie Bryant—Miss Amer
laof 1966—will be in Fulton Friday evening for an appearance at
the Princess Pageant that evening. She has an engagement in
Kansas City Saturday morning and
cannot remain here for the events
of that day.
The 1800 who attend Friday's
Pageant will be the only ones who
will have a chance to see the
Beauteous Debbie, so if you do not
yet have your tickets, get them
now at the Chamber of Commerce
ticket office on Commercial Avenue. Reserved and general admission tickets will be on sale at the
Pageant site (South Fulton auditorium) Friday evening as long as
they last.

Inter-American Music Fiesta Is
Thursday Nile At Cabana City
The artistic motions of the dancers combined with the lovely music
and the talent to be displayed at
the Inter-American Music Fiesta to
be lield tonight at 8:00 p. m. in
Cabana City, make it one of the
most outstanding events of Festival Week. Tickets are on sale at
the chamber of Commerce office
at 93.00 for the reserved seat section and $2.00 for ggneral admissMn. Tickets may also be obtained'
at the door.
The noted guitarist Carlos Bonilla
will perform, as will the Marimba
Bard and local talent, including
the winners of last night's BananA- It a ma.
The program to be given by the
Ecuador and
delegation from
Guatemala in homage to the City
of Firton and Smith Fulton Tennessee is as follows:
The National Anthem of Ecuador
to be sung by the choir.
An MN:Auction and an explana-

Dr. Tejada Our Bids To Be Received
Host From South For Purchase Parkway
Of The Border
Dr. Leonard Tejada of Quito is
the official Latin-American host for
the isanana Festival, lie participated in the opening ceremonies and
will be here throughout the activities for he is most anxious to meet
as many area residents and visitors as possible.
"Popular Art of Ecuador," and
"Review of Ecuadorean Folk Art,"
are just two of his many books and
papers on the subject so close to
his heart. As Director of the Folks
loric Institute of Quito he has
traveled on cultural missions for
his country to most of the LatinAmerican and several South American countries.

Se Miss America
Friday Nile Only

Bats for grade, drain and bduininous concrete surfacing on the
Jackson Purchase Parkway in Fulton County will be received by the
Highway Department on October
21, Governor Edward T. Breathitt
and Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward announced today.

The project will begin at the
Tennessee State line west of Fulton and extend northeasterly to approximately 2,250 feet west of Ky.
307, a distance of 2.05.3 miles.
This represents the last section
of the Purchase Parkuay to be put
under contract. Construction along
the rest of the route is now underway.

tion of the significance of the
dances by Mrs. Florence Balkstmos..
A tribute to the Indian race.
Sentimental songs by Marcell°
Velez.
-"Green Poncho", with musk and
dance from the mountains of Ecuador
'Numbia". a number by the student orchestra.
Delegation from Guatemala will
dance to the music of the Nlarimba
(Lint
A traditional dance from the
times of the Spanish conqueror.
Guatamalan Hymn as interpreted
by the Marimba Band.
Background music will include a
recordlng by the 30 member "Casa
de la Cultura Ecuatoriana." as di.
rected by Bonilla.

You Say Cheese
To Our Augusto
Then He Clicks
Augusto Rovalino. 34 year old
photographer and father of six
wonderful children is the official
photographer for two leading -Quito
nest-spa pers and the Guayaquil
magazine.
Examples of his marvelous Vk iirlt
in the field of photography are on
display in a booth at - Cabana City.
'there are large photographs of the
Fultonians who recently visited in
Quito as well as an interesting pietare of Vicki Hurd when she was
;here. Of particular interest are the
large blown up photographs of
Ecuadorean scenery.
Augusto is an interesting person
to meet who enjoys every phase of
his work. He is a guest in the home
of Mrs. Mildred Freeman and Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Wayne Long.

Other Photos On Inside Pages

Top Ranking Dignitaries
Attend Banana Festival
Dr. Jose Luis Esquive 1,
Vasconez, Max Delgado Piedra
and Carlos Bonilla Silva are
other outstanding representatives of
Latin-America who are in Me twincities this week-end to attend the
Fourth International Banana Festival as a part of the United States
Demirtment of Snite program to
pron.ote better understanding between nations.
The leaders and specialists program is one of the oldest, largest
and most prestigious programs of
the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the United States
Department of State.
The program is financed by annual appropriations by the Congress, and brings to the United
States on short term study and
travel grants individuals who have
Tommy Sanders (far leftl and an unidentified friend say "Wow," about the 1%6 Corvair to be given achieved distinction in their own
away to the holder of the winning ticket at Cabana City at 2:30 n- m., Saturday. Fernando 0144, Dee countries.
Dr. Jose Luis Esquivel of San
Fields, John Rvad and Jorge Cevallirs also admire the red Cortraiir. Tickets •rit being given away by parJose, Costa Rica, is a participant in
to win. See you at 230 Saturday.
ticipating merchants and you must be p
the International Visitors Program

of the United States Department of
State, Bureau of Education and
Cultural Affairs, and is one of the
outstanding gentlemen who will attend the Festival. Dr. Esquivel wilt
arrive Thursday afternoon, September 29.
Dr. EsquIvel has published several articles on oral surgery and is
a graduate of D. D. S. Loyola University, School of Dentistry of New
Orleans and completed postgraduate work in oral surgery at Northwestern University Dental School
and the University of Michigan,
School of Dentistry.
Dr. Esquire' will come to the
Festival from Chicago, where he
attended the Forty-Eighth Annual
Meeting of the American Society of
Oral Surgeons.
,.Another visitor will be Max
Delgado Piedra, director of the social Christian Movement Party in
Harry Burnette of Tampa, Florida smiles as he croihss fcil upon one
Cuenca, Ecuador. Mr. Delgado will
be accompanied by John Cendoya of the many floats he is preparing to e -s In tit, Festival Parade to be(Photo by Adelle)
gin at 10:30 Saturday morning.
(Continued on Page Right)
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Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, September 29, 1966

1

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING

news media and when finding an exOften when the average person
planation that is considered as a comis confronted with a question which
pletely unbiased explanation of the
requires a ccmplete knowledge of a
point at hand, it may be used.
political or governmental subject, in
When the two Constitutions have
order to form a decided opinion, the
been thoroughly examined and the
honest answer is "I haven't kept up
notations answered to the satisfaction
with it," or "I am nut well enough inof the voter, an answer to the entire
formed."
question should take form.
Some inccrrectly make idle sumIf there is a desire to delve still
mations based upon what another
further into the problem, then it
person said; how they were brought
might be wise to take a sheet of paper
up; or upon the basis of a theory adand note the "pros" on one side and
vanced by a person they admire or a
the "cons" on the other and see whepolitical force that has captured their
ther the positive or negative side is
interest.
the longer list.
Few instances in the recent hisA lot of work, but no more than
tory of the United States has a quesis expected of a high school student
tion been advanced to the public
in a civics class, and it is far more imwhen a decisive answer could be
portant.
made by the individual without the
influence of either factor as the quesThe answer achieved in this manner is as close to "pure" as the avertion of the proposed new Constitution
age citizen will come in his voting cathat is to be stated on the Kentucky
November ballot.
reer and the results would be worth
sharing with others who may not
Answers concerning political
candidates are influenced by the
have the time, the inclination. or the
publicity, the character portrayed to
concern to approach the subject until
he gets to the voting booth.
the people or the party influence.
This question, in spite of the
Now it would seem that if such a
scheme were fool proof that everyone
many theories pro and con as advancwould arrive at the same answer, but
ed by various groups and individuals
this is not true, for various people deand as set out •in, all, types of news
sire different things and what one inmedia, is no exception in respect to
dividual may feel should go on the
the influences in both directions, as
affirmative side of the question, anpresented to Kentucky citizens, but in
other person from his own viewpoint
this particular instance the voter does
might believe to be a negative atnot have to make up his mind entiretribute on the "pro" and "con" sheet.
ly upon these premises.
Therefore, those who use this or
The voter who thinks enough of
a similar means of studying the prohis home, city, county and state need
posed new Constitution will arrive at
take only about two hours of his time
an answer that is correct to their way
and curl up with some literature not a
of thinking and they will not know
great deal larger than a Good Houseuntil after the election how many will
keeping magazine; the present Constitution and the proposed New Conagree with them.
No voter should go to the polls
stitution, ahd compare the two.
without having first read the proposNow reading these two docued new Constitution and compared it
Inents is no small task. It should be
with the present Constitution for it is
approached with a pencil and paper
written in only one manner, one style
for it is rather like reading the Bible.
and one phraseology.
The points may not be too clear to the
The answer is a simple "yes" or
layman on first reading and questions
"no" but the question is a provocative
will arise for notations.
one worthy of deep consideration,
Being completely familiar with
prayer and forethought. The future of
the Constitution and with the notations in mind, then it may be necesKentucky rests, as always, in the
hands of the voter.
sary to search through the various

Scholarships go begging every
year for lack of someone to take advantage of their offer. It is a privilege
then that this newspaper makes an
extra effort to see that young people
are informed of as many of these
scholarships as possible.
Various news releases directed to
the editor include notations concerning a few scholarships but the majority of details are made available to
the school principals, to the colleges,
to the churches and to governmental
agencies.
It is important to call attention
to the availablity of these scholarships from time to time, for a student that maintains a high scholastic
record should not be refused the
privilege of a higher education due to
financial concerns.
Scholarships are also available
for students who excell in a particular
field of endeavor even though the
marks in other subjects are not up to
standard. In fact, any student regardless of scholastic rating who has an
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave, Fulton, Ky. 42041
Second • class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041.
A member of the Kentucky Prose Association
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
Me first of which was founded In 11100.
Voted one of Kentucky's "Seat All
Weekly Papers.

earnest desire to continue his education should make every effort to note
the scholarships.
Too often a student who might
become a great asset to the cultural
and economic development of our nation is thwarted by financial inability
to continue his studies.
It is almost impossible for a person to work his way up in his chosen
field in times like these. The people
who achieved prestige in the face of
adversity, poverty and a lack of education in years past would not be able
to gain such recognition under the
present economic circumstances.
If you know a student who is financially unable to continue his education, but possesses an earnest desire and the determination necessary
to continue then it is important that
you as an individual use your influence just as we use ours to encourage
advanced education.

BIBLE DIGEST

FRIENDS
'Twould never do for God to live across the street
Or in the house next door where we should daily meet.
So, in His wisdom and His love He sometimes sends
His angels kind to walk with us. We call them friends.
Just friends, one word, but these few letters can express
A wealth of ;ympathy and pure unselfishness.
One syllable, a single breath can form it - friends,
But, oh, how much our happiness on them depends!
When trouble lornes, or loss, when grief is ours to bear,
They come, our friends, with words of cheer our load to
share.
How could we face defeat without a friend's caress?
Had we no friends to praise, how bare would be success!
'Tis not God's plan that we shall see Him face to face,
Yet He would hedge us in with His abounding grace,
And so His messengers of love to earth He sends,
They're angels, but we know it not, and call them
friends.
. . Author Unknown
1
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jacmg.7 Corn
By Brenda Rowlett

a
Poetry gives us knowledge. It is
a knowledge of ourselves in relation to the world of experience,
and to that world considered, not
statistically, but in terms of human purposes and values. Experience considered in terms of human
purpose and values is dramatic—
dramatic in that it is concrete, in
that it involves a process, and in
that it embodies the human effort
to arrive — thromih conflict — at
meaning. We knorerthat to conceive
of poetry as know ledge is not the
only possibly way of conceiving it.
To learn more about poetry and
read poems of interest to all, consult the following, books at the
FULTON PUMA( LIBRARY:
UNDERSTANI)ING POETRY by
Cleanth Brooks will help in the
search of learnin2 how to read and
understand poet, y. It discusses
several aspects ,,f poetry and offers the works oi several poets.
THE POWERS OF POETRY by
Gilbert Highet. .111 the thiry-nine
essays on poets .,nd poetry in this
collection have th,• urbanity, breath
of knowledge, and ilet turn of

phrase for which Gilbert Highet is
so justly admired. Together they
constitute an introduction to poetry
for intelligent readers who cannot
endure either the Jargon of specialist critics or the vague, wooly
phrases of appreciation which
sound pleasant but say little.
THE COMPLETE WORKS OF
ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING. There will always be a place
in English literature for Elizabeth
Barrett Browning, most famous for
the SONNETS FROM THE PORTUGUESE, which she wrote to Robert Browning during their courtship. No sweeter love poetry could
he imagined, and Robert Browning
declared them "the finest Sonnets
in any language since Shakespeare." An invalid from adolescence, Elizabeth Barrett made
books and poetry her world, and
found in poetry a way to express
her idealistic and romantic soul.
In 1844 two volumes of poems,
which formed the basis for all later
editions of her work, appeared, and
when the young poet Robert
Browning read them he wrote,

Ina
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Turning Back The Clock-

"For the wages of sin is death;
but the gift of God is eternal life
through Jesus Christ our Lord." Romans 6:23

By J.,:k:e Caraway
Though Kentucky and Tennessee
may appear to be a land of peace
and prosperity, remember if you
will that this has not always been
so, Amigos.
These lands were vast forests
filled with wild life and virgin areas
waiting to be courted by pioneers
who have taken their place in our
•
history.
As pioneers became settlers and
settlers became homesteaders, visitors on horseback would not have
believed that anything but prosperity could come to such a hearty
people heavily endowed with Irish,
Scottish and English lineage. They
were misled, however, for the
ravages of a Civil War became a
blight upon our history. Oh, yes, a
war that pitted brother against brother is a difficult thing to be recalled in this area torn between
loyalties to north and south.
Over 100 years ago it was, but we
bring it to your attention to show
how we have risen above our
transgressions.
Rebuilding again, Kentucky and
Tennessee pulled themselves up by
thy boot straps and made the most
of the talent and economic status
available.
The list of memorable personages
in our areas is a long one sprinkled
with such names as Davy Crockett,
John James Audobon, Casey Jones,
Irvin Cobb and Alben W. Barkley.
When thinking of us, think of
these great contributors to our history who have rendered such a service in their various fields of endeavo:
"love your verses with all my
heart, dear Miss Barrett ... and I
love you, too." The story of Elizabeth Barrett and her poetry was
from then on the story of her love
for Robert Browning. In their marriage—heartily opposed by the tyrannical Mr. Barrett—the Brownings found supreme happiness and
inspiration.
RUDYARD KIPLING'S VERSE.
Kipling is considered by some the
greatest poet of our times. There is
no doubt at all that he is the most
widely read. This is the final edition of Kipling's verse. The inclusion of thirteen new poems which
have never appeared in book form
anywhere, and of a good many
more which have never appeared
in book form in the United States,
makes this an authentic Kipling
first edition. The new poems include some of the best work Kipling did in his later years.
THE COMPLETE WORKS OF
SHELLEY. Percy Bysshe Shelley
has been called one of the greatest
singers among English poets. He is
the poet of the free elements and
forces of nature, of love and beauty, which he conceives with the
vividness of a primitive mythmakes, yet often with the fidelity
to fact of a scientist, lie was a
genius, but not the mad genius
some have thought him. His mind
was strong, active, and sound. Ile
was a practical idealist. Shelley is
the poet of protetst against the ty-

Attending the Southern Go3i•rnors' Conference, you Amigos viewed a man-made lake and modern
dams that serve a purpose not
dreamed ot by our pioneer forefathers.
Visiting Columbus-Belmont Park
you saw an anchor and chain, one
of two that was crafted during the
Civil War as a means of keeping
northern ships from heading south.
The plot failed, but the anchor remains to show how a seemingly
impossible plan progressed.
Where the anchors and chains
were made, how they were shipped
to the site and how they were placed on either side of the mighty
Mississippi still remains a mystery
These are examples of the kind
of far-sighted, courageous and imaginative people we are. We who
dream of banana festivals and
Latin-American visitors, like yourselves, are of the same hearty
stock.
Many acres of land have been
leveled and factories, stores and
sub-divisions continuing to grow as
shopping centers are mushrooming
in our area.
The radio station, the airport,
the divided highways, hospitals
and nursing homes, these have resulted from the imaginative ingenuity of a people much like your
ass n.
All was not accomplished in a
short time, nor was all of it perfect,
for we progress by profiting from
mistakes and we are not through
•
ON PAGE SIX
rannies of the Church, the State,
formalized education, the political
and economic order, custom, and
convention. He said of himself, "I
have a passion for reforming the
world." He believed that social
regeneration would come from
man's willing himself to be free
and good; and Shelley's own failings, weaknesses, despondencies
were to him symptoms of the need
for that liberation that must, be
felt, ultimately triumph. For those
who enjoy Shelley, this volume will
be very interesting.
For those who enjoy poets other
than the ones discussed here, there
are several volumes in the library
that contain the poetical works of
other writers.
ECONOMIC POTENTIAL
We are only beginning to appreciate the fact that this country, as
vast as it is, is nearly a third again
as big as we thought it was. Land
area of the United States, including Alaska and Hawaii, is a little
over 3.6 million square miles. But,
this is not the total area available
to us, not by about another million square miles. Those extra million square miles are the continental shelf regions—an undersea
area of "tremendous economic potential", says a report issued by
the Environmental Science Services Administration of the Department of Commerce.

ment. The flames spread to the walls and floor of the
kitchen, but were extinguished before serious damage
was done to the home.
4".

Malcolm J. Henley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Henley of this city, has accepted a position as assistant
to the vice president in charge of development work for
the Texas Foundry Company, Lufkin, Texas, Mr. Henley was formerly with the American Cast Iron and Pipe
Company in Birmingham, Ala., for six years. He received his master's degree at Vanderbilt in 1940. Mrs.
Henley and their daughter will join Mr. Henley at Lufkin in the near future.

H. B. Dean
"What God is there in Heaven or
in earth that can do according to thy
works, and according to thy might?"
Deuteronomy 3:24
The mistake of so many is that
they have judged Him as incapable of
handling the big things of life, and
uninterested in the little things.
"Nothing is too hard for the Lord"
and nothing too small for Him.

Around"

Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Oblen and
Weiskisiy Counties, Tem. Illsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Salm Tax.

Candle

Editors and Publishers

Faced With A Most Prov ocative Question,
Kentucky's Future Lies With The Voters

Student Scholarships
Ought Not Go Begging

ID6EGry Cour]EF

During the regular school assembly on September
27 the South Fulton high school and grade school band
was presented an American Flag by the American Legion Auxiliary. Mrs. R. L. Harris, past president of the
Auxiliary, and Mrs. Robert Holland, president, made
the presentation.
Janice Kay Byrd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. El
Byrd, fell from the second story porch in the rear of the
Exchange Furniture Company Saturday afternoon and
was taken to Haws Clinic. She sustained a fractured
skull, cuts and bruises.
An oil stove exploded at the home of Mrs. Charlie
Patrick near Fulton September 26. She was painfully
burned and was brought to the Fulton Hospital for treat-

Members of the Fulton and Hickman Lions Clubs
were guests on September 26 at the supper
meeting
sponsored by the Cayce PTA in the
school building
there. Twenty-four members from Fulton
and f-urteen
from Hickman attended.
Maurice Ferrell, manager of the Siegel factory
here, has accepted a position with the Southern
Manufacturing Co. of Nashville, and will be located
at Cookeville, Tenn. plant.
From Martin Highway: Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Reece
gave a picnic supper at their home
Wednesday night for
the Sunday School, Bro. Sellars was
present and made a
nice talk. A good time was enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Allen moved into
their newly
remodeled house Monday.
Our neighborhood is steadily growing and will soon
be a village.
From Pilot Oak: Mr. and Mrs. Will Cal+ins were
hosts to a pot-luck dinner Tuesday of
last week for the
following guests: Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Yates, Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Pankey, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Walls, Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Burnham, Mrs. Leonard
Wilson, Mrs.
Roy Collins, Earl and Irene Rhodes of
Detroit, Mr. and
Mrs. Lad Rhodes. All reported a fine
time and a good
dinner. In the afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Burnham,
Mrs. Letha Wilson and Geraldine Burnham
were visitors.
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South Fulton
City Numbers
Are Important
The C:ty of Smith Fulton would
like to clarify which numbers the
public is to use for obtaining the
various services provided.
The number of the South Fulton
Fire Department is 479-2431 and
should be used for no ot: er purpose excpt to report fires.
The number of the South Fulton
Police Department is 479-1311 and
this number should be used for
police and fire business only.
The number of the South Fulton
City .11511 is 479-2151 and this number should be used for utility service and general business calls.
It is important that the Fire and
Police Department numbers not be
used for any other purpose since
the lines should remain clear
for emergency calls.
T e numbers may be dipped
from this article and placed near
the phone for quick reference.
FIRE DEPARTMENT 479-2431
POLICE DEPARTMENT 479-1311
479-2151
CITY HALL

For the first time, more than
6 100 students have registered at
Murray State University.
Regis'rar Wilson Gantt said
6.359 had enrolled through Friday,
which was the first day of classes.
With late registration possible
throilgh Sept. 23. Gantt said tie
expec"s enrollment to total about
6,530.
MSU officially reached the 6,000
mark in registration about 2:30
Thursay afternoon when David
Cash of Route 2, Mayfield, paid
his fees.
Cash, a 19-year-old. sophomore
majoring in business administration, is the youngest of eight children of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Cash.
He is the only one to attend Murray State, although a brother
graduated from the University of
Dayton and another is currently
enrolled there.
A graduate of St. Jerome High
School in Fancy Farm, Ky., young
Cash worked last summer as assistant manager of a shoe store in
Mayfield. His father is both a
farmer and construction worker
and is employed on the General
The center of attraction at the Tire expansion project in Mayfield.
U-Kats meeting held at the Park
Terrace last week was a mounted
Kentucky wildcat. Herbie Hunt
presided at the meeting when 32
members gathered to hear Coach
Charlie Bradshaw and Ole Miss
coach Johnny Vaught in an interview by telephone hook-up.
A similar telephone hook-up was
the feature of the meeting held this
past Monday when Coach Bradshaw and Auburn coach Shug Jordan participated in the program.
'there are presently 84 members of
the newly organized group formed
to further the interests of athletics
in Kentucky.
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State Senator Scott Miller, Jr.,
of Louisville, and Warren Schweder, Executive Director of the Republican State Central Committee,
have been assigned posts with Sen.
John Sherman Cooper's campaign
organization.
M.11cr will head up a Speakers
Bureau. Schweder, in addition to
his duties with the State Central
Committee, will coordinate all
statewide publicity, both for Senator Cooper and the Party's Congressional candidates.
Miller, 39, has been a member of
the State Senate since 1958. He was
minority caucus chairman from
1962-64.
Miller attended the University of
Kentucky and was graduated from
University
of
Louisville Law
School.
Schweder, a former political
writer for The Lexington Leader,
has been director of the Party's
policy-making council since December, 1964.
He was graduated from the University of Kentucky.
Both appointments were announced by U. S. Senator Thruston B.
Morton and Ralph A. Homan, Cochairmen of
Senator Cooper's
campaign.
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Ride the Wide-Track winning streak!
cram the same drawing board that gave you Grand Prix, GTO and Overhead Cam Six now come the newest Pontiacs since the invention of Wide -Track!
You're looking at the most beautiful Pontiacs
ever to ride on Wide -Track. The incomparable
GTO returns with a 335-hp 400 cubic inch engine
under a magnificently refined new skin. Or you
can order the 255-hp version or the fabulous
new 360-hp Quadra-Power 400. And for the
first time, you can order your GTO with our
famous three-speed Turbo Hydra- Matic.
The Le Mans and Tempests come back better
than ever. Bright new interiors. Bold new colors.

A 165-hp Overhead Cam Six is standard. Or
you can specify a 215-hp version, a 250-hp
regular gas V-8 or its 285-hp premium gas
cousin. Or step into the neatest grand touring
car this side of th3 Atlantic with our OHC 6
Sprint package.
Our big Pontiacs are new from the famous
split grille to the slickest innovation of the year
—disappearing windsh:dd wipers! They're less
subject to freezing. And only Pontiac has them.

Also new: a Grand Prix convertible!
There are new 400 and 428 cubic inch V-8s.
New safety features such as front seat belt
retractors, a four-way traffic hazard flasher,
folding front seat back latches and General
Motors' new energy absorbing steering Column.
Of course, all Pontiacs come with the loadhugging security of Wide -Track.

Wide-Track Pontiac/67

A public hearing has been called
here Oct. 7 to determine if a request by Allstate Insurance Company for revised rules and rates
in automobile insurance coverage
meets the requirements of the
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David Cash
Is Murray
Student 6000

Scott Miller
And Schweder
Are Assigned

Our organization is set-up as a
24-hour-a-day service operation,
qualified by training and experience to give the people of this
community considerate, expert
help in time of need. We are fully
licensed under the laws of Kentucky and Tennessee.
Full "Credit On Tennessee
Policies Honored"

HORNBEAK

- —
Miss Terry Thomas, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Luther C. Thomas,
410 E. Drive, Fulton. arrived at
Christian College, two-year college
for women in Columbia, Mo., Sunday, Sept. 18, for the beginning of
the 1966-1967 school year.
Miss Thomas is a second-year
student at Christian this year.
The 561 students from 32 states,
the District of Columbia and Canada comprise the largest enrollment in the history of Christian,
first college for women chartered
by a state legislature west of the
Mississippi River. This record enrollment includes 539 resident students and 22 non-resident students.
TAYLOR RECEIVES
SCHOLARSHIP

James B. Taylor, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Taylor of Clinton has
received a $1000 scholarship from
302 Carr St.
Fulton, Ky. the University of Tennessee College of Pharmacy. The scholarship
was one of many offered by the
college to encourage more students
ANSWERS TO PUZZLE
to pursue health-science careers.
(Continued on Page Six)
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The Great One. GTO Convertible.

Kentucky Insurance Code.
S. Roy Woodall, Jr.. State Insurance Commissioner said Allstate
seeks overall premium income
changes, changes in the distribution of premium income, and modernization of the automobile insurance classification manual. Total
income changes would amount to
increases of 15 per cent for liability
coverage and 5 per cent for collision insurance. Comprehensive insurance would remain unchanged.
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The Bonneville Convertible

The Wide -Track Winning Streak starts at your authorized

Yellowstone.
00 PROOF
Try it.
$0.5.1VP,

KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
6

Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 110 Proof•100 Proof
years
Bottled-In-Bond. Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentucky.
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News Reports ...

By Mrs. Carey Friel&
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Devils Win Again
As Bulldogs Wail

l

Camaro Sport Coups with style trim group you can add.

You've been waidog for a Chevrolet like this. Now ifs bore.
Camaro! Long, low hood. Short rear deck. Big-car stance for stability. Strato-bucket
seats. A 140-hp Six or 210-hp V8, depending on model. Camaro gives you a car full
of comforts from carpeting on the floor to vinyl upholstery all around. There's a lot
of security, too, with new safety features like the GM-developed energy-absorbing
steering column. Camaro! Sport coupe or convertible. You can order a Rally Sport
with hideaway headlights or an SS 350 with Camaro's biggest V8. See your Chevrolet
dealer now!

am

&scything New That Could Happen ... Happened! Now, at Your Chavfolet Dealer'al
10 30147

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
FOURTH STREET

FULTON

PHONE 472-2486
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Help

Showers Honor
Bride-Elect
Of Wayne Tibbs

CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn

is done by
Collection on display at the Fulton "Craftsman's Fantasy"
one of Kentucky's best known are
Libr. of.
ifessor of
L-,-ts and an associate
Perhaps the most modern on exart at the University of Louisville,
the
the
Wind,
of
Joy
"The
hioit is
Nay at:- has
Dew and the Moon," by Thomas Mrs. Mary Spencer
March. march is a graduate of the the distinction of being the g-ly
his
but
'Ile
Louis%
University of
artist to win the Pt.rchase Prize
many years of study n Japan in- three times. •
work.
his
fluence
enwill
usiasts
Mode-- - '
The most realistic painting in the
Another modern painting entitled
joy the Ashland Oil PurenaSe Prize

Modern Art Is
Now Displayed
At Library

Another rainy Monday morning
has halted the harvest of tobacco
and other crops which are being
harvested at a rapid pace in this
A bridal shower honoring Peggy locality.
Tommy
of
bride-elect
Sue Fuller,
son, who had
;
Johnny Lee
Smith was given by Mrs. L. M.
surgery in thy Jai•kson-Madison
Smith and Mrs. Wayne Tibbs reCounty Hospital kist Tuesday, is
cently.
to be recovering satisfacThe gift table overlaid with a reported
torily.
white crocheted table cloth comwas honored
Irvin Brundige
plemented the decorative theme of
white wedding bells. Miss Fuller with a birthday supper last Saturwore a pale blue cotton shift dress my. Those enjoying this occasion
with patent accessories. She was with him were: Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
presented with a corsage made of Barber, Mr. and Mrs. Durrell Tertiny household items. More than 411, Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Sims, Mr.
forty well-wishers showered the and Mrs. Ches Morrison, Mr. and
y.,rs. Harvey Vaughan, and Mrs.
bride with lovely gifts.
A subsequent bridal shower was Brundige.
Bro. William Woodson, Ira Colgiven in honor of Miss Fuller at
the One and All Club, with Mrs. ley, Mr. and Mrs. Adair Cannon
H. F. Jones, Mrs. H. C. Woodruff, were ainner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Joanne Woodurff and Miss Harvey Vaughan Sunday. Mrs.
Colley, who has been a patient in
Nancy Cminigham as hostesses.
A heart shaped" arrangement of Riverside Nursing Home in Paduyellow carnations and white wed- cah for the past several weeks, is
ding bells centered the gift table reported to be improving.
Best wishes for a speedy reand refreshments *ere served from
a table featuring a white cloth with covery are extended to Mr. and
Gilbert Roberts, who were
Mrs.
and
arcascades o: yellow bows
rangeinents of yellow carnations severely injured in a car wreck
near their home Saturday. Mrs.
and ferns.
Miss Fuller was presented with a Roberts is in the Baptist Hospital
in Paducah, where she will have
accented
yellow carnation corsage
with tiny pastel kitchen items. She surgery for broken bones. Mr.
wore a yellow shift dress with Roberts is in the Hillview Hospital
green accessories for the occasion. in Fulton.
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
Over 65 friends and relatives honored the lovely bride with their Jess Pate and family, whose brother passed away last week. A few
presence and gifts.
days later another brother was
very critically burned and is now
a patient in the Veterans Hospital
in Nashville.
Mrs. Romie Brundige is a patient
in Hillview Hospital.
Mrs. Judy Hazelwood and chilMembers of the Business and dren visited her brothers and famiProfessional Women's Club meet lies in Memphis last week-end and
for lunch on Thursday of each attended the Mid-South Fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Morrison and
week. Last week's get-together inand Mrs. Orvin Morrison are
cluded three amigos.
Eduardo Vazquez Bermed, Car- visiting Mrs. Ada Teague and Mrs.
los Olives and Augusto R. Ovalino, Pathria Meadows in Elvin, Mo.,
a photographer who accompanied , and Billie and Shirley expect to
the young amigos to the Festival, spend some time in St. Louis. Their
enjoyed the Derby luncheon almost daughter, Billie...Jean, is visiting
as much as the members enjoyed Teens Hazelwood.
having them.
Other guests attending the im"Banana.' Are G-o-o-d"
promtu luncheon were Hilda Baker,
Rose Holden and Jackie Caraway.
Members attending were: Ruth
Scott, president, Christine Batts,
Whitnel Funeral Home
Mary Browder, Emily Dame, Anna
offers
Belle Edwards, Mildred Freeman,
Kellena Holland, Stella Jones, 011ie
1). Prompt, courteous ambuMiller, Gertrude Murphey, Ruth
Puckett and Mattie Rice.
lance service with 2 staff members on duty at all times.
CAMERAS GO IN SPACE
21. Credit on Tennessee BurialI
policies.
Television mini-cameras measuring 1.5 by 3 by 4.5 inches are being
tested by the National Aeronautics
Telephone 472.2332
and Space Administration for use
on spacecraft and satellites.

Amigos Dine With
B&PW On Thursday

I

7elephytic0
Talk
by

New Money Orders
:It•ths.ty orclors resembt.n bank checks will go on sal.
,) sr s. marking the first majoi
inge in t ear style since 196:
,i le• Post Office Department
ut,ing peuach-type money
order issuing machine,.
ossilla-A. •
Subscribe To The News

"Super-Right" Meats!

4t•

SUPER RIGHT
FULLY MATURED BEEF

STEAK
SALE

ThisMessage
Is NotFor
AIPCustomers

c
9

79

lb.

PORTERHOUSE

lb.

$1.05

SUPER RIGHT BONELESS BEEF CUTS

You know about the quality of Ann Page Fine Foods.
They're better than or the equal of nationally-famous brands.

LB

SUPER RIGHT BONELESS
RUMP OR ROTISSERIE

Beef Roast
H ams
H&G Whiting
Shrimp

LB.79
99c
2 119

FROZE LOBC2EiAcN) EISH5 LB.

CAP N JOHN BREADED
110-0Z. PKG 75e

You know they cost you less than comparable brands.
We know,that like all A&P exclusives,
they're our best values, your best buys.

-)U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE

FRYE

Are Ann Page Foods a good reason for shopping A&?

BOX

LB. PKG

CUT-UP OR
QUARTERED
LB.

33(

lb.

NO LIMIT - NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

COPYRIGHT('19C6,THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO ,INC.

Jane Parker

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables!

WHITE BREAD

'
BANANA9CSApplesib.'"""i0
6.LABG59t

Peppers= 4F0R1
Lettuce HLEAOMEGROWNL..19t Melons

LtL,89

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED
(WHOLE OR HALF)
SEMI•BONELESS

You know there are more than forty items in the /an Page lino.
Everything from mayonnaise to macaroni,
from pepper to preserves.

L

24,0Z, LOAF
SAVE 2t

26t

SAVE 4t
20.0Z.

(SAVE 80

WISCONSIN AGED
CHEDDAR

ALL FLAVORS
F G1S.
2 $11
PK
0

n

from

00

r

3 8 79c

Instant Coffee(--EN)IoOz
dexo Shortening3 69t
57t
se
Mayonnai
4 oz.45t
Soup
Mouth Wash
Dog
e

n

IN THE NfT*1 DELUXE

E C'De.)•RADO
A BOOK-A-WEEK!
VOLUME I
OPP,494

LBN

SOUTHERN BELL

ANN PAGE KRAFT
QT. 55., QT. JAR

ITN LOUP

ANN PAGE TOMATO

3A CFER5
R,
,
C
.
T
.
C RA
O,
I ARISTI,

To The 4th

INTERNATIONAL
BANANA
FESTIVAL
Serving Fulion & So. Fulton
in:
— Community Industrial Development
— Community Pride
Image
— Creation of a Unique Community
— Community Responsibility for
International Relations with
Our Latin American Neighbors

CANS
INNE WGAAt.t•pG)LE80
114T6.
.
ToLzi
CiZ
.
A
i-A2-13LEY DIET
D
ICNAcNTS,499c

Food

$1 39

(SAVE 10c)

LB

ASP FRESH CHILLED
THE REAL THING FROM FLORIDA

69c
68t

CAL
BOTTLE

IMPORTANT NOTICE

DOTS

100% PURE COFFEE

49t

MARVEL
GALLON

ALP PURE

6
11111051F
(VIM

21t

(SAVE 20)

PERMANENT TYRE
( PRESTONE CAL. CAN 1,50

rs Grape Juice Sharp Caeese
IremnePies
Jumbo
Orange Juice
--01 PT.

45c

LOAVES

GOLDEN SUGARED CINNAMON

9t

Anti-Freeze

2

Cake Dounuts
ALL. BU 11 ER
Brownies

JUMBO HONEY DEW
8 SIZE g

.

Grocery Values!

99c
LB. 89c
Lo-$1.89
LB.79t

Top Round or Flank Steak
Bottom Round or Swiss Steak
Sirloin or Delmonico Steak
Strip Stew Beef

You know they are made by A&P...suld only at A&P.

They're one of many.

ROUND

SIRLOIN

T-BONE

If you're an A&P customer,
there's no reason to read further.
You already know about Ann Page roods.

LARRY ADER
Your Telephone Manager

Congratulations

3061

display is "The Balconj' by Edward Melcarth. Melcarth. a native
of Louisville is a graduate of llsi
yard and London's Che..e., Art
School. The quiet, melamgenv
mood of this painting coupled widi
its appeal to those whe are rim
completely in 'avor of 11, sivememoi
intcrpretations, makes it -ii.- if
most popular in the vi,

VOL 5M10
2 TO 15
$149
1,1[11
011,
VIITN MINN.

Lb

OUR 2nd. SERIES
AWARDS & PRIZES
GAME ENDS OCT. 1

AAP

c

FRENCH FRIED
POTATOES
9 ounces

2nd. SERIES AWARDS 8
PRIZES SLIPS MAY BE
REDEEMED THRU
SATURDAY OCT. 8

78t
'Si 81C ri NACIN Dash
Oxydol
29t
Spic&Span
6c
Tide
Comet Cleanser
Blue ClieefiBig1336.0177tt,53C 68C $108(Colgate
63c
ange
Premium Duz....
—COME SEE, SHOP AND SAVE
DETERGENT

:S1 34C
14

tAz177i.
i11 lio
I:66
BOX
BOX a glip It
If

3--LB 2fl OZ.
BOX

CLEANER

BOX

ANALGESIC TABLETS

PKG. OF
30

PKG. OF PKG. OF
100
50

CAN

DENTAL CREAM
Os OFF)

Puffs
FACIAL TISSUE
2 PLY

Kotex or Ferns

Pillsbury
Cookies

Folgers

INSTANT COFFEE
SANITARY NAPKINS CHOC.CHIP or SUGAR
QC; OH)
$1 28
PKGS. 69A, (SAVE
JAR
10-0Z.
PEG.
9*/
gp
OF 12

40pFkG20s.089C 2

2 icl. 85c

1

Palmolive

T -OBZE
5U

Pillsbury

s
LIQUID DETERGENT Fidel, Biscuit
BAKING POWDER 8.
(204 OFFI
BUTTERMILK
843Z
(SAVE
32-01. BOTTLE
3St 160 110 CANS
12 02 BOTTLE

t
67,

A

•

89t
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The Parson
Speaks

DEATHS
Craddock Twins

Brief services were held Friday
MEDITATIONS
afternoon, September 23, for the
BY
infant Craddock twins of Mr. and
THE PARSON
Mrs. James Craddock. Services
"WORLD NEED; UNITY"
were in Whitnel Funeral Home,
Christians worshiping together is with Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of
something wonderful to be desired. the South Fulton Baptist Church,
The psalmist expresses this beauti- officiating. Burial was in Walnut
fully in 133rd Psalm, "Behold how Groie Cemetery.
good and pleasant it is for breathThe twins were born September
yen to dwell together in unity."
22 in the Fulton Hospital and died
In Epheslans 4:4-6 the great
p. m. the same date.
apistle Paul expresses what is right- at 8:45
In addition to their parents, they
ly called "GOD'S SEVEN POINT
by their grandmothsurvived
are
"There
PLATFORM FOR UNITY",
ers, Mrs. Virginia Madding and
is one body, and one spirit, even
Matthews.
L.
R.
Mrs.
as also ye were called in one hope
of your calling; one Lord, one faith
Father
and
God
one baptism. one
of all, and through all, and in 711."
Hear Paul. as he edmonishes the , Funeral sere lees for Freeman
church at Corinth about dwelling Burnham Dallas, III, were held
together in unity. "I beseech you September 23 at the Smith Street
breathren through the name of our Church of Christ, with Bro. Von
Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak Fortner, minister of the church,
the same thing, and there be no di- officiating. He was assisted by
visions among you; but that ye be Rev. Homer Johns, pastor of the
perfect together in the same mind First Methodist Church in Fulton.
and in the same judgment."
Burial was in Obion County MemThe prayer of Jesus in the gar- orial Gardens, with arrangements
men
with
here
hours
den in the last
in charge of Whitnel Funeral
as recorded by John in 17:20-21, Home.
"Neither for these only do I pray, "Trace", as he was familiarly
but for them also that believe on called, was the seven-year-old son
me through the word; that all may of Captain and Mrs. Freeman
be one; even as thou, Father, art
Dallas of Keesler AFB, Biloxi,
in me, and I in thee, that they also Miss. He drowned in the Gulf at
may be in us; that the world may
Biloxi on Tuesday, September 20.
believe that thou didst send me."
In addition to his parents, he is
Jesus prayed for unity.
survived by two sisters,- Lynn Amn
I call your attention to the fact
and Debra Jo; two brothers, Michthat Jesus admonished followers to
ael Reid and Stephen Anthony; his
be one, as He and God are one.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Not only does Jesus express this
Johnson of Fulton, Freeman Dallas
desire in this prayer, He also
of Fulton and Mrs. Ann Dallas of
states His reason.
Hopkinsville, and his great grandThe reason He desires unity
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Grover Dalamong his disciples; that they
las of Fulton.
speak the same thing, and to be
of the same judgment and mind
. . . "so the world may know and
believe thou hast sent me."
The world cannot go in all directions at one time. Confusion and
disbelief result when the advice of
the holy Spirit and Holy Scriptures
is disregarded and men "love the
praises of inen more than the
Sam Guard, 76, Courier-Journal
praises of God."
ending
The solution to the problem of di- farm writer, died Thursday
and journalvision in the world and among the a career in. agriculture
years.
50
than
more
spanning
ism
followers of Christ is tb know and
Guard hn written a weekly
believe the words of Christ, "IF
YOU LOVE ME KEEP MY COM- column entitled, "The Farmer
Goes to Town," for the past 8 years
MANDMENTS."
and was to be honored for his
many farm contributions at an apTHE CANDLE - -.
Tired; tion dinner in November.
(Continued from page Two)
Ile served as editor of the
progressing.
Breeders' Gazette for almost 30
We want you young Amigos to years and before that, he wrote for
come hack and see what has been the Kentucky Farmer, the Kenaccomplished in your absence.
tuck,: Farm Bureau News and varYou have renewed our spirit by ious other publications.
your
A former president of the Kenextending us the pleasure of
company and the beauty of your tucky Council of Churches, he
culture.
compiled farmers' prayers into a
We hope that you have received book, •'The Farmer Gives Thanks."
from us a feeling of understanding
Guard was the first to suggest
and good-will and that when you the Stale Fair be held before the
return to your native land you will -.tart of the school year, an idea
tell your families, your friends, which proved highly successful. Ile
your future children and grand- was appointed as agricultural repchildren. a little of what you have resentative on the Commission of
seen here and we hope that we Judicial and Congressional Salaries
have your most favorable opinions. under President Eisenhower, serAmigos, you have endeared veil as president of Friends of
yourselves to our hearts and we, ieentueky Libraries, Inc., The Astoo, will happily recall your visit seciatien Sheep Farmers of Amer
to our own descendents.
ica and Kentucky Farm Press and
Remember us in your prayers, Radio Association.
as We will remember you, We are
Service's were held at St. Luke's
better for having known you and Episcopal Church in Anchorage,
we joy in your friendship. May we Kentucky last Saturday.
say "hasta luego" and not "adios
amigos?"
Festival Needs Your Help

Worship at the Church of your Choice

hi
e.
14

C'

Friendliest place
in town

27

sh
C.
gi
eh

"Trace" Dallas

SO

ouie notfOgettirg, are,you, that5our church
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a
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or 5rusowte is thefiendliestplace in town?

A friendIN hancklmv poets you.
ei the &or

Clsoir Ingo% brings on sport.' valor:.
so Use angers, to the harm

ap
F.

warnyhearted welcome awaitsjou there.
(Au/ interests, newfriends, and mostpecious

shi
fir
.„.
is

all

h
fht,

in these &its- times, an opportimitjto yenew,

h
Pencoal oaunsgt. syrosaaalsode Wei
in sox al trouble

'The women gather fot cluntablit
WWI Wrath.

jourjah, to iestoreyour courao0e, tofrzd,peaa

soul

Zn the annyan5 3fmen,and women,frod will.

Noted Columnist
Sam Guard Died
In Louisville

Crossword Puzzle
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ACROSS
1. Trucks
5.Indian
weight
8. Allot
12, Aid
13, Sooner
14. Seed cover
15. New star
10. Makes
bigger
18. Spruce or
pine trees
20. Gives food
21. Wisdom
goddess
25. Suffix: more
26. Like
27. 12 months
28. Average
31. Paired
24. Soap
ingredient 42. Ane•ent
35. Continent
Greek c ty
413. !firers
37. Compass
point
42. Oilier
38. Out of bed It. Australian
40. Odd jobs
birds
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R11111111t1;6,•::;.1111111111N1
101111111111111111
1111ii:::1111111111

11111111111MINIFIIIIIIN

Answers on
Page Three

Don't Peekl

52.3 feet
17. Insect
53. Me:dow
19. Microbe
54. Grain seeds 22. Conger
ES. Wood heap 23. No
24. Be
56. Cunning
57. Let it stand: 26. Devour(I
p:..nt.
23. Me:-casin
23. Tree
30.-Grne .'a
DOWN
32. Attacks
1. Weataer33. Deceive
cocks
36. Covered
2. Over
passage
3. At no time 39. Peelers
4. Be hungry 41. Interjections
5. Prophets
42. Wander e
43. Give back
6. Sea eagle
7. Set free
44. Armistice
8. Swampy
45. Useful thing
9. Work unit 47. Stagger
10. Bind
13. Cheat: slang
11. Building
49. Beans
wings
50. Be mistaken

31

(')
:1

restore* your soul...Worship together tide week
ecettrdected to die AVM bt. Arleta/A-1*firtrate

This Feature Is Published With The Hope Thai More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

THE CITIZENS BANK

Jobbers of Shell Products

Make our bank your bank

Kitten

Phone 472-3951

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 477-1303

Hickman, Ky.

Phone 236.265s

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 Carr St.

MARINE OIL COMPANY
Fulton, Ky.

West State Line

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist

Phone 472-9086

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
231 Main St.

Phone 472-1241

Dial 479-1371

Fulton insurance Agency
Farm & Auto insurance
Farmer's Liability Coverage
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472-1:0>

S.

Green florist 111.181j311011

Cut flowers

See us for all your Insurance needs

Dial 472-1412

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Store"

PURE MILK COMPANY

Hickman - Fulton Co's. R.E. C.C.

At the store or at your door

"Live Bettor Electrically"

Fulton, Ky,

Phone 472-3311

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky.

Union City, Tina.

Lake Street

Dial 472-2421
a
f•

Hickman, Ky.

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co..
Kentucky As.,.

Fulton

Antiques

Excellent Poecl
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

Phone 472.147.

South Fulton, Tenn.

King Motor Company, Inc.

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing home. For reservation call 4724306
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

Henry I. Siegel Company. Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton

Authorised Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line

Phone 479-7:M

Sn

Deer Hunting
Qualifications
Are Stipulated

Forest Fire Tips To
Fulton And Rickman

Page 7

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER

VOldne

The Kentucky Division of Forestry Fire Control personnel for
the Western District reminds Kentucky residents that beginning October 1 and continuing until December 15, 1966 the 4:30 burning law is
in effect.
The law briefly state::
No burning shall be done within
150 feet of timberland or material
(grass, weeds, brush, etc.) capable
of spreading fire to timber except
between the 'tours of 4:30 p. m. and
12:00 midnisitt.
As before, the Division of Forestry will issue citations for illegal
burning. Should you be in doubt if
the burning is within the law contact Ranger George Ilarrington for
Fulton and Hickman Counties
472-2485. If the Ranger cannot be
contacted call the District Office
at Mayfield, 247-3913.
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Fall Program
Announced By
State Parks

Men Wanted
Py Kentucky
State'Police .

The following information on
how civilians may join in the deer
7cvt•ss
hunt at Fort Knox where the seaBy Gov.Edward T.Breathitt
son opens in November is furnished by the Information Office,
The Kentucky State Parks DeHeadquarters, US Army Armor
Kentucky State Police Director
partment has planned "a fall fes- James E. Bassett,
With JIM PRYOR
Center, Fort Knox, Kentucky.
today announc
Kentucky will be gineitly honor- former conference chairman.
tival of special vacation recrea- ed that yelling
assiolswel
ilIi.al,
arres,
thaw./
rwarei
men wishing to behunting will be permitted on five
ed next week by Playing host to
During their stay, the govern- tion" for which reservations are come State Troopers
will no longe
consecutive weekends. Dates are:
I e 32nd annual Southern Gov- ors and
DANGER AHEAD IN '66
other officials will visit now being accepted.
have to make the trip to Frank
November 5-6, 12-13, 19-20 and 26Each year I assist in conducting ernors' Conference at Kentucky another of our showcase parks-Commissioner Robert D. Bell fort to take the necessary
27. December 3-4 will be the final
tests
a fire fighting school in Southern Dam Village State Park.
Kenlake State Park, and they will said the special events scheduled Testing of potential
troopers is nov
weekend of hunting.
Illinois with the Illinois Division of The governors of the 16 other be taken on a tour of the vast a: a number of parks "arc design- being
done
on
the
local
level
at
th.
Individuals who desire to hunt
Forestry, Madison Coal Corp., and member states have sent word land between the lakes National ed to appeal to nature lovers, cam- local
State Police Barracks.
should mail a letter to the Armor
the Agricultural and Forestry De- they will come. Each has indi- Recreation Area-- a 177,000- acre era buffs, square dancers, fisherBassett said, "We were author
Center Special Services Officer,
partment 'of the Illinois Central cated he will bring a number
.of wooded region lying between Ken- men, duplicate bridge enthusiasts,
Building 850, Radio Street, Fort
Railroad. The purpose of this state officials. Total attendance, tucky Lake and its newly-im- parliamentarians and other hob- iced to employ one hundred nee
troopers
by the 1966 General A,
Knox, lientucky. Applicants must
many representatives of pounded twin, Lake Barkley.
school is to train fire crews who
hiests."
give their name and address and
help protect almost one million press, radio and television, is exThe fall program begins Sept. 30 sambly. We feel that many youn
Attention will be directed, also,
train have not shown interest in be
indicate the weekend of their
trees planted on Madison Coal Cor- pected to reach 600.
to the spot on the eastern shore of with a three-day Parliamentary
choice. An alternative weekend in
poration land since 1960. It is of In looking over the program Lake Barkley near Cadiz where Workshop at Carter Caves State" _coming State Policemen becaus
of
the barriers erected by us. Th:
which they desire to hunt must alprime. importance to protect young that has been prepared, I am with the help of a $3.9 million l'ark near Olive Hil. Other events,
distance and time involved
so be given.
seedlings, especially before they struck by the happy combination Federal grant, Kenttneky
will dates and places in the program traveling to Frankfort, we feel, i
make
their appearance (ter of worthwhile work and pleasant build an $8 million State
Each applicant must enclose a
park, are:
discouraging to many; therefore
weeds. This is just one phase of pro- recreation arranged for the visit- to round out the attractions of the
check or money order in the
Fishing Unlimited - Oct. 12-14 we are sending a recruiting tear
ac:' forestry and land-usage.
ing cliief executives.
amount of $7.50 made payable to
region which President Johnson 1.ake Cumberland
State l'ark,
to each post hoping to contac
the Treasurer of the United States.
I would like to relay some of the
Topics at the several business predicted will become the grea.- Jamestown.
young
men who scant the actio
This entitles them to the Special
Fall Foliage Festival • Oct. 18-21
tricks in fighting fire that we use sessions scheduled Moidlay, Sept. est tourist attraction in midHunting
Natural Bridge State Park, Slade. and the challenge of a career ii
in our school. First tools for fight- 19, through Wednesday. Sept. 21 America.
permit.
Letters
of
modern
day law enforcement."
Photo-Scenic Weekend - Oct. 21application must be received at
ing a fire are: a back pack can, range from
natural resources The governors also will learn
These examinations are to quali
A farm-marketing workshop will which contains water with a hand through transportation iind high- of Kentucky's spectacular
Fort Knox on or before October 15,
23 - Pine Mountain State l'ark,
growth
fy personnel for a cadet class soot
bring George Mehren, undersecre- pump; a council rake which is way safety, small hisiness and of industry. Statistics for
1966.
the last l'ineville.
The only weapon that can be tary of the U. S. Agriculture De- nothing more than 4 sections of industrial developmen:. and Ap- two and one-half years show 552 • Halloween Weekend-- Oct. 28-30 - to begin at the State Police Train
Academy in Frankfort, Ker.
ing
used for hunting deer here is a partment, to Louisville Oct. 4 as mower blades; a flapper, which is palachia, tourism, pats and re- announcements of new or expand- Kenlake State Park, Hardin.
Square Dance Weekend!, - Nov. lucky.
alout 14 inches wide and 20 inches creation. .
shotgun, no smaller than 20 gauge, principal speaker.
el plants, creating 34,000 jobs,
The workshop is sponsored by long and is made of rubber. Other Tourism, parks and recreation and amounting to a total invest- 4-6 and Nov. 11-13 - Cumbd•rland
The State Police
list thes
firing slugs. There is a three slug
qualifications for trooper cand,
.;,aximum capacity. The bag limit the Governor's Commission on tools include an ax, shovel, and will be the major theme of the ment of $544 million. In addition, Falls State Park, Corbin.
Ray
Agriculture.
date:
Harm
United
States citizenship
Art Seminar - Nov. 11It will review and cross cut saw. We have other conference. The
is one deer of either sex. Hunters
setting in a nearly 2,000 miles of new high.vill be limited to one weekend of seek to improve Kentucky's sys- equipment such as fire plows, beautiful state park on the shore ways were built in Kentucky last 13 - Jenny Wiley State Park, Pres- Residency in the State of Ker.
tonsburg.
tricky: Minimum age 21_t0 maxi
hunting. Applications will be noti- tems of marketing farm products. motor driven scratchers for build- of one of Kentucky's big, man- year.
Duplicate Bridge Weekend! - Nov. muni age 31: Minimum height o
Invited to the workshop are ing fire lines, and motorized w-a- made lakes, will indicate what we
fied of the place and time of asVisiting
Governors
to the 11-13 - Kenlake
farm producers, processors, mark- ter supplies. The rake is used in have achieved in our state tourist Southern Conference
State Park. Hardin. 5 ft. I) 1-2 in. and minimum weigh
to whom we
Fishing
eting specialists, agricultural edu- winds where scratching is essential attractions.
Unlimited - Nov. 11-13 - of .150 pounds; Graduation -fron
extend our _warmest
welcome,
Lake Cumberland
cators and representatives of farm in fire line construction. Flappers
State Park, high school or possession of a:
Kentucky has virthelly doubled are:
Jamestown.
equivalent education.
organizations.
are used in grass since they would her tourist business .n
Support S
Fostival
the last 10
Henry Bellmon, Oklahoma; HayDuplicate Bridge Weekend - Nov.
Alio on the program are Dr. Har- blow leaves around .and maybe set years, and 24 million
Applicants must also pass phys:
don
last
year
Burns,
Florida;
Frank
G. 18-20 - General Butler State l'ark, cal, physical agility
.4111=1=s11Ier old Breimeyer, U. S. D. A. market- wore fires. Council rakes would
and characte
be visited Kentucky, a state of 3 Clement, Tennessee; John
B. Carrollton.
ing expert, and Byron G. Allen, as- useless in grass as it would be- million residents.
examinations
and have a %Alit
Tourists from Connally, Texas; Orval E. Fausistant to U. S. Agriculture Secre- come tangled. You can see why it other states last year
Kentaky Operator's I.icense.
spentt 8260 bus, Arkansas; Mills E. Godwin,
tary Orville Freeman.
is necessary to look over a fire million in Kentucky.
Successful applicants will be em
Jr., Virginia; Warren E. Hearses,
KY HIGHWAY REVENUE
Governor Edward T. Breathitt first and see just what is burning
The chairman of the conference Missouri; Paul B. Johnson, Missiployed immediately
and afte:
says he hopes the workshop "will before action is taken. Every sec- is .Maryland's Governor J. alilhenry
Ward,
Commissione
r
of
graduation
from Cadet School, wit
ssippi John
J.
alcKeithen,
unveil new approaches Kentucky ond counts in fire control, but steps lard Tawes.His remarks
of the Louisiana; Robert E. McNair, Ilightrays announced revenue from be placed at the various post
producers might take to achieve a should be correct ones,
opening session will be followed South Carolina; Dan K. Moore, Kentucky's toll facilities topped $1 across the State.
$1 billion annual farm income."
There are three main factors that by the keynote address of Farris outh Carolina;
Dan K. Moore, milhon for the second month in a
This is the goal of the Governor keep fires burning: FUEL, HEAT, Bryant, director of the U.S. Of- North
Cantina; Carl E. Sanders, row in August. Western Kentucky
and the Commission on Agricul- :ale; AIR. Removal of any one of fice of Emergency Planning and Georgia;
Subscribe To The News
Hulett C. Smitth, West Parkway revenue' was $2769.39.
ture.
these will kill the blaze, and that
Virginia; J. Millard Tawes, Maryis just what we try to do in conland; Charles L. Terry, Jr., DelSPENCERIAN STUDENT
trolling with water, removing air
ware; and George C. Wallace,
with flappers, or raking away fuel.
Awennaa Inkalied
Alaba ma.
Judith Ann Lucia, daughter of Back firing is used to
140 Broadway, South Fulton
remove fuel
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Lucia, who from a raging fire
In Operation 66 Years
Phone 479.1864
moving toward
lives on the Hickman Highway, is a house or barn.
This is done as a
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
a student at Spencerian College in last resort and only
• Large Display • by experienced
Louisville, Ky., where she is tak- foresters or
fire wardens. A fire —Vinyl and Tile
* Well Lighted At Night •
ing a private secretarial course. line is plowed
TELEVISION
across the main blaze —Downs and McGee Carpeting
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Miss Lucia is a graduate of the and a fire set
in the path of the —Upholstering,
306 Main Phone 472-3643 Fulton County High School, class
Modern
fast moving fire.
.
of 1966.
Antique
A fire fighter should get help
W. D. Powers
ANDREWS
quickly as possible and decide on
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
Fulton
a plan of action. Getting a blaze —Jim Martin Paints
Jewelry Company
Phone 472-1811
P hone 235-2293
Greenfield, Tenn.
under control quickly is imperative. Conditions vary with most
fires so rules are difficult to set.
Fire crews should always work
closely together and stay with the
FOR YOIJR
back pack can as water has a two
•./ARM AND AUTO INSURAN
fold purpose, it cools the fire and
CE
helps
in sealing off air. Always
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
stay ahead of the main blaze and
• FARM LOANS
NEVER tackle a fire alone, get
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
208 MAIN STREET
help if possible. The only fire one
man can control is on the end of
FULTON, KENTUCKY
his cigarette . . . and sometimes
this one can cost millions before
it is brought under control!
Remember the three C's in fire
control: CAUTION, CARE, and
COOPERATION. These
words
could save a barn, a house, or
even a life, if others remembered!
Shall we all join in spreading the
three C's instad of fires this seaCatholics and other Christians do called Ecumenism. This involves,
son?
not agree on some things. Other on the one hand, the deliberaDid You Know . . . In the big
Christians don't always see eye tions of the apostolic Church for
California fire a few years ago,
Its own renewal—for the "opento eye-among themselves.
there
were 3,000 fire fighters inAnd It may seem that Christ's ing of its own windows"—through
volved and no life was lost, not
foil AI's are a long way from the Vatican Council. It also ineven a serious burn was reported,
unity in "one Lord, one faith, volves the quest of all Christian
but millions in property went up in
faiths for the spiritual unity of
one baptism."
smoke.
Yet today a new spirit of re- Christ's followers through praynewal and reunion pervades the er, through dialogues, througn
whole Christian world. And the inspiration of the Holy Spirit.
The restoration of unity among
Christians of all faiths ... Catholic and Protestant ... are look- all Christians is one of the principal
concerns of t h e Vatican
ing not merely to what divides
them, but to the divine heritage Council. For, as Pope Paul srid,
With an Impala Sport Coupe you can get all the comforts of home, maybe even more.
that makes them as one in the the division that exists "openly
Keep any type rubber bands out
contradicts the will of Christ,
Family of God.
of tobacco going to market, the
scandalizes the world, and damKentucky Cooperative Extension
That common bond Is describ- ages the holy
cause of preaching
Service warns farmers.
ed in the words of St. Paul: the gospel to every
creature -*
When rubber bands are used for
". . . all you who have been But in recent times,
the P. pa
tying hands or leaves, they somebsptized into Christ have put on added, our Lord
"has been rousNew styling that speaks beautifully for itself. More things to add
times get into the manufacturing
Christ ... for you are all one in ing divided Christians
to remorse
process, says Ira Massie, tobacco
Christ Jesus." Another Paul— over their divisions
than ever before: A new stereo tape system. Comfortron automatic
and to a
specialist. The bands cause a disthe Pope of the Catholic Church, longing for unity." Christians
heating and air conditioning. Front disc brakes. A better Cruiseof
tinctive, disagreeable off-flavor in
Paul VI—notes the differences all faiths, he said, are
feeling
Master control system. Plus all the power you could want in a car:
manufactured tobacco products.
among Christian bodies in doc- the impulse of this grace and
trine, discipline and structure, joining in the search
Manufacturers for a number of
up to 427 Cu. in. available in Chevrolet's exclusive Turbo-Jet V8.
for Unity
years
have requested that all rubbut says: "... in spite of them, If you want to know . . so every
And,standard with every new Chevrolet, a new road feel thanks to
should . . . th• alma and
ber bands be removed because of
all who have been justified by Christian
hopes and proml.
Ecumeniam—
improved Full Coil suspension. You really should see the new
the manufacturing difficulties. The
faith In Baptism are members if you would like to of
understand what
the Ecumenical movement le all shout
of Christ body . . ."
Extension Service itself for years
Chevrolets. Very soon.
writs today for our new peMPle•
has not recommended use of any
Moved by the Holy Spirit, let on the subject. It's pocketsirs
can be read in a few minutes
type rubber band in tying tobacco.
Christians of all faiths are mak- and
we'll send It free upon your re.
Rubber bands in purchased toAnd all this for your added safety: GM-developed energy-absorbinf steering columti,,`
hig giant strides toward unity quest. No obligation—nobody will call
you. Write today .
.11 fog
bacco, Massie added, means many
dual master cylinder brake system with warning light"
through a historic movement on
Pamphlet No. ICC.17.
buyers will class it as "unsound
energy-absorbing instrument panel, four way hazard warn.;
tobacco." Graders also can desigFREE—Mail Coupon Today!
ing flasher, plus many others.
nate the tobacco as not eligible for
Phrase irond in. yews Frew Pamphlet N.. KC-17 entitled "Cliit Illentnitnisnr
price support.
Name

Marketing Workshop
Scheduled October 4

TV

SERVICE
REPAIRS

S. P. MOORE & CO.

ROPER

Greenfield Monument Works

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:

Fulton Insurance Agency

Feow-klemSers Of
The FAMILY OF GOD

•
Keep Rubber Bands
Off Tobacco Hands

Everything new that could happen.. happened!

Everything new's happening now...at your Chevrolet dealer's

Address
City

State

Zip Cede

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
KENTUCKY STATE COUNCIL
P.O.

RELIGIOUS INFORMATION o'IREAer
lox

MO. 211121--LOWIVILLO. KINTLICKY-4113111

MURRAY SCIENCE BUILDING
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of
Murray State University announces
that contracts have been signed
for the construction of a 82.4 milli n addition to the Science Building. The 68,000 foot addition with 4
fliers and basement is expected to
be completed in 18 months.

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
FOURTH STREET

FULTON

PHONE 472-2468

'THE KOALA._ OF AUSTRALIA
IT THRNES ON NOTHING BUT
EUCALYPTUS LEAVES AND

ALEXANDER THE GREAT! 14E
ORDERED HIS SOLDIERS -RD SHAVE
THEIR BEARDS SO THEY COULD wir
BE SiEzED BY THEIR ENEMIES!

WATER

CAN ONE SPOT A,
CROOK BY
LOOKS?

Festival Dignitaries
Honored Al Reception

DO MOUNTAINS SWAY
WITH'THE WIND?
•
-_e
a

Ror,a Lucia Valdivieso

,
="2•14•111k

'

'hone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.

-THE PREssURE CF1HE WIND

The same is true of the Festival
itself for many facets of the arrangements may seem to have become a reality in spite of Jo Westpheling as well as because of Jo
Westpheling and she is proud of
the outcome regardless of the reasons, for the Festival is indeed a
Caught in a harangue of business
success.
matters the Fulton City Commission
spent over two hours in sesJo would be the first to say that
she does not deserve all the credit, sion Monday evening tangling with
fina:,cial
problems concerning the
for she does not, nor do the people
mentioned in this article, nor the construction of water and gas lines
along
highway
307 through the
people who have contributed so
much that could not be included in Jackson Purchase Parkway and a
$400,000
street
improvement
prothis article. You deserve the credit
for its success. You the citizen, the gram.
reader, the worker, and the con- Also under discussion was a point
tributor of good wishes deserve the City-County
Planning
Commiscredit, so pat yourselves on the sion and the problem of housing the
back.
new fire truck to arrive in NovemTi, the detractor, the non-worker, bet.
the apathetic, the uninterested, this
The commission voted to proceed
is your privilege and you are act- with laying the casing only
for the
ually contributing a great deal as gas line, with pipe to be added
as
an example to the I.atin-American needed and to investigate
alternavisitors here and abroad who will tives in laying water lines along
view the festivities on film, that all the Parkway. No action was
taken
of this was accomplished in spite on the street project.
A temporary
of, or because of the differences of shelter will be built
for the new
opinion in the mind of citizens of fire truck adjacent to the
present
the United States.
building the commission decided.

Commission
Deliberates

as escort-interpreter. Delgado; is
director of the Social Christian
Movement Party in Azuay Province
and he has established a social
Christian center where young people can meet, discuss politics, and
read political works.
Delgado is a knowledgeable alert
young man of 30 who has a positive
curiosity about his many and varied
interests in the United States.
Along with this, he has an excellent
sense of humor and is very easy to
work with. He looks forward v ith
great pleasure to his visit in Fulton.
Leonardo Tejada Zambrano, artist, art teacher and critic is a
specialist in the folklore of the Republic of Ecuador. His talents along
these lines will coincide with the
many examples of Latin-American
art to be displayed during the Festival.
Carlos Bonilla Silva is a musician, composer and professor of
music. He is a member of the
Quito Symphony Orchestra and direefs the chorus of the Casa de la
Cultura Ecuatoriana. A noted
guitarist, he also teaches the guitar in Ecuador. He is so pleased to
come to the Fourth International
Banana Festival that he has included a concentrated study of En:itlish in his busy schedule.

PRINCESS—
The excitement, the color, the
charm in this pageant of beauty
will fill the memory of the beholder for time to come and the pansroma will not end here for it will
be the privilege of the audience to
watch the career of the princess as
it unfolds in the annals of television, motion pictures and news.
Debbie Bryant, Miss America of
1966 will lend her lovely charm and
regal beauty to the occasion on
Friday. Vicki Hurd will also be on
hand for the two glorious nights.
The contestants are not required
to display their talents but the ribtickling "Will Free Three," will
appear both nights to add many a
merry chuckle to the evening.
Pageants have many unseen
hands who will never be participants in a beauty contest and these
events are no exception. From
Jackson, Tenessee comes Jack
Smith who has directed several
Miss Tennessee pageants, to take
the reigns and direct two memorable evenings.
John Reed, Fulton organist will
play the lilting melodies that will
serve as the background music for
approximately 40 contestants who
will vie for the attention of the
distinguished judges to earn the
title of the "Banana Princess."
The Rotary Club has proved that
its members have a real eye for
beauty for not only have they so
aptly arranged for the contestants
to appear, they have also prepared
and planned the lovely stage decorations.
Eliminations are a must in any
coAtest and it will be the difficult
task of the judges to decide the ten
finalists who will appear on Saturday night to be judged again in
swimsuit and evening gown competition. Though all the beauties
will be on hand on Saturday night
only the ten finalists will compete
for the honor. From the ten, five
finalists will be chosen and then
the field will narrow to two runnerups and one charming, lovely
Fourth International Banana Princess.
"Bananas Are G-o-o-d"

You'll Say they're deliclovid

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton- Ky.

I PITMAN ELECTRIC & APPLIANCES
WATER VALLEY, KY.

Amazing Bargains! Clearance!

PHILCO APPLIANCES
Philco 2 door Refrigerator - Freezer
4

12.1 cu. ft. refrigerator
NEEDS DEFROSTING. Freezer
holds 90 lbs. It's a giant

NEVER

bargain!

'188"

between Martin and Union City

SPEEDWEITING shorthand is
taught exclusively in this area at
WELCOME AMIGOS AND
BRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE,
308 Poplar, Martin, Tennessee
VISITORS
Tel. 587-7415
A Hospitality Center is open
Training on the individual basis from 9:00 a. m. to 7:00 p. m. daily
Day and Evening Classes
in the old Dotty Shop Building next
to the Fulton Bank. The center is
rl by the Legion Auxiliary
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
[taste-repair and move. Get our Nlai shall Alexander Post No. 72.
?rims We service al makes TV. S-ialwiches, cake, pie, coffee and
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television. cold dc-inks are on sale and chairs
ind rest rooms are provided. Mrs.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma Frank Wiggins. president, urges
chine and electric floor polishei e.cryone to meet old friends and
laid electric vacuum cleaner. Ex
ones at the center.
liange Furniture Co.

WADE FURN. CO.

(Continued from Page One)

SOME DO! FOR EXAMPLE,PAN'S
FUsIYAMS ....ITS CcNE,cRAGS
AND WALLS OFTEN BEND. UNDER

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

You can — easily and quickly —
when you learn SPEEDWRITING
(ABC shorthand)

Hospital bets
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers'

TOP—

-

CLASSIFIED ADS

GETTING NOWHERE'
Want to escape from a dull "blind
alley" job?

crovachng minute detail into wildlife pictures in a style that other
artists would like to emulate, and
Hannah duplicates the originals in
a lithograph proceesan limited additions
Each lithograpn As numbered
consecutively so that an individual
may own a lithograph of a pair
of Cardinals that may have a number "30" hand-lettered at the corner. This would mean that the
lithograph was number 30 in a
limited edition. The cardinal lithographs are already collector's
items and are being purchased
for two and three times as much
as the initial purchase price.

— k

SCIENTISTS HAVE REACHE
-THE CONCLUSION,AFTER EXHAUSTIVE
STUDIES:THAT'MERE IS NO SUCH
-THING AS A CRIMhW9L7WE!

WE RENT - -

(Continued from Page One

WHO ORIGIN/kilt) TT-4E
CUSTOM OF SHAVING?

Sending notes of encouragement
and best wishes together with re- vat Headquarters together with regrets that they were unable to at- grets that attendance was impossitend the Fourth International Ba- ble.
The people of Fulton and South
nana Festival have been a number
Fulton' also regret the fact that
of outstanding personages.
The Banana Festival committee these dignitaries could not attend
Appreciates the time these fine peo- but their continued interest in Baple have taken to express their nana Festival activities is most apfeelings and a few of the remarks preciated.
are included in this issue of The
News for the letters concern all of
the residents of the twin cities who
NEVER DR/NKS
are hosts and hostesses for this occasion.
George F. McCanless, Attorney
General of Tennessee said, "I had
hoped to be with you but now find
that I have to be in East Tennessee and regret that I must decline
your invitation."
Rudolf° Enrique l'elae2, Raul
The Minister of Tourism. Col. Gavarrete and Rosa Lucia ValdiGustavo lzurieta of the Ecuadorean vieso are three students who were
Government Tourist Conimi—Oon not correctly included in previous
"
regretted that he was unable to at- publications
:e.td because of a previous commitRudolf() F.nrique Pehiez, 15, is
nient to the 'Berlin Congress of the son of Mr. and
Mrs. lioracio
Tourism. Ile said, 'I am sure the Pelaez of Guatemala.
NO!
His father is
Festival will be a success, which is a pilot with Aviateca.
He has been
my sincere wish."
to New Orleans. Louisiana and
Dr. Kelly Thompson, President of speaks a little English. Rodolfo is
WosiArti State University at Bowl- interested in football, basketball,
A
ing tareen must remain on campus. volley ball and plays the accordian
He sent his. "best wishes for an- and piano. He wants to do serious
other highly successful and enjoy- travel in order to advance his JACKIE'S—
(continued from rage une)
hie occasion."
knowledge. His hosts are Mr. and
Ambassador Joseph Farland, Mrs. Flynn Powell.
has asked a perfection from her
.21tairman of the Executive ComRaul Gavarree, 16, is the son of asrociates that she fully realizes
mittee of the People to People pro- Francisco
Gavarrete and speaks a would not be possible even from
gram in Washington, D. C. tele- little
English. He is particularly herself, with the firm belief that a
iraphed his regrets due to a con- delighted
in the thought that on state of near perfection will occur.
flicting engagement
regarding this, his first trio abroad he is able She asks more of people than they
Navy Maneuvers together with his
to visit the most advanced country ever dreamed they could give tovery best wishes.
in the world. His hosts are Mr. and wards a single project and they rePaul Meek, Vice-President and
spond with far more results than
Mrs. David Homra.
Chancellor of the University of
Rosa Lucia Valdivieso, 16, is the they themselves had dared hoped
Tennessee, Martin Branch had prefor.
Thus a "norm," a routine, is
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Javier
vious commitments but in a warm
Valdivieso. Her father is a lawyer established and people who four
letter he said. "I extend many good
and has a Master's Degree in years ago would have considered
.vishes for a most successful FestiAgriculture. This is her first visit building a stage, or serving a panval again this year."
to the United States, and she knows cake breakfast, or having television
Andy G. Wilson, Cultural Affairs
very little English. Her favorite stars for dinner guests as a treOfficer with the United States Emsports are basketball and swim- mendous undertaking are making
bassy of Ecuador sent his regrets
ming. She likes to dance and is tak- such events a part of the Festival
together with a letter stating his
ing lessons on the accordian. She is routine and are looking for even
desire to attend next year if possistaying with Mr. and Mrs. L. M. bigger challenges to their minds
ble.
and talents in future years.
McBride.
John J. Hunt, Program Officer
There are those who say somewith the Governmental Affairs Inone else could have done as well or
stitute of Washington also sent his
even better if the opportunity had
best wishes for a fine festival
come their way and that may be
though he could not make arrangetrue but the. fact remains that Jo
ments to attend.
did it. She is the catalyst agent that
These are just a few of the good
set the wheel in motion.
cc kileS that have come to the FestiOf course there are people who
won't bother to leave their homes
to see any festival activities, but
there are those who will fly from
Washington.
There is the man who said he
didn't care if the rain washed the
rioverrior I-Ass:1rd lireathiti of
whole
Banana Festival down the
Kentucky and Governor Frank
drain and then there is the man
Clement of Tennessee will join
who drove for miles from sawmill
with I.atin American dignitaries atto sawmill to try to locate sawdust
tending the International Banana
so
the visitors at Cabana City
Festival at a reception to be held
wouldn't get such muddy shoes. At
in their honor at the Fulton
the same time a lady, not knowing
Country Club, Friday evening Sepwhat the gentleman was doing
tember 30, from 5:30-6:00 p.m.
telephoned from place to place atThe public is invited to attend
tempting to locate sawdust for the
e reception and tickets may be
same purpose.
purchased at the Chamber of ComRcdolfo Enrique Pelaez
There are neighboring towns who
merce office.
won't bother to send so much as a
horse and rider, let alone a float.
CABANA CITY CARNIVAL
to the parade but military units inThe Motor City Shows of Michicluding some 500 individuals are
gan promises young and old alike
coming from Memphis, Millington
all the fun and excitement of a top
and Fort Campbell.
flight carnival. Opening at 1:00
These are the paradoxes of manp. m. daily, the variety of rides and
kind upon which our freedom is
games available makes this carnibased. There is no dispute over the
val a must on the Festival list.
fact that everyone in our United
States has a right to his own opinion and to defend that opinion in
whatever way he may deem best.
Raul Gay rrrrrr
This is the purpose of the Festiclerks!
val, to show our Latin-American
office workers!
friends how much can be accomsalesgirls!
plished in spite of and because of
waitresses!
such conflicting opinion.
typists!

Our Amigos Not
Previously
Fctured

A REGULAR

TELL ME

Dignitaries Unable To Attend Send
Best Wishes For Festival Success

DIAL 472-1997

Storm Doors

Insulation

Siding•Roofing

Windows

Awni

FHA T. -5

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 Main

Bill Taylor

Philco 23-Inch Console TV

Thursday, Friday, Sept. 29-30
Double Feature
Starts at 7:00
Don Murray - Janet Leigh

The utmost in viewing
pleasure in a handsome

Kid Rodelo
Anil At 9:30
Jerry Lewis

cabinet. Crisp, clear pic-

I Lcci

The Family Jewels

ture. Philco Cool Chassis.
MODEL

Saturday, Oct. 1
Three Shows
Starts at 7:00

12__D3

BUY ON EASY TERMS

Shot Gun
And At 9.30
William Holden - Nancy Kwan

NO MONEY DOWN

Then at 10:30
!tory Calhoun - Linda Darnell

Black Spurs

breeze. Superior feat-

Philco 19" Portable TV

Sunday, Monday(, Oct. 2-3
Doulthr Feature
Starts at 7:00
Alan Ladd - Van Heflin

$109.88

Shane

Modern in line, famous Philco

And at 9:30
James Stewart - John Wayne

Cool Chassis. A remarkable bar-

The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance
CLOSED - TUE - WED.

Philco 30-Inch Electric Range
With Philco's famous tilttop that makes cleaning a

The World of
Susie Wong

'188"

ures.

'164"

Philco Refrigerator Freezer
Family size 12.5 cu. ft.
with freezer that holds

gain!

53 lbs. Unbeatable value!

T
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interest to Homemakers

The Banana Festival spirit
prevails in Fulton and SoOth Fulton, which have built a dream
into a classical annual event.
At left Fultonian Win Whitnel and a guitar player—one of
the Amigos from South America
—on a shady street corner.
At right Mr. and Mrs. Jo:
Johnson greet another Amigo.
Jorge Betancourth,

out

America Comes To 'Banana' Cities

Week Of Fun, Excitement, Good Will
And Competition Will Open Today
By GENE BAKER,Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
FULTON, Ky.—The International Banana Festival, in all
Its colorful, spirited Latin American splendor, bursts into life
for the fourth time today as the Twin Cities of Fulton and
South Fulton are transformed into a bustling replica of the
famed Coney Island for a week.
It will be a week of fun, excitement, good will and competition—but, most of all, a tribute to the banana industry and
Its vital role in agriculture and human relations.
Since its inauguration four years ago the International
Banana Festival has spread its wings from a modest celeb7ation of city pride to a spectacle of brotherhood of continental
scope.
For the Banana Festival brings together the peoples of two
Americas, joins them in an atmosphere of friendship and understanding and blends their interests in composing the festival
theme "Project-Unite Us."
The festival also represents the will to conquer, the
possibility of an impossibility, and defiance of limited resources. Although encompassing a combined population of
only 7,000 people, the host community will expand its seams
to accommodate ten times that number on a given occasion.
And wherever the people wander they will be surrounded by
the vivid decorations depicting the star of the show—the banana.
Energetic leaders behind the festival's success have created,
to perfection, symbolic scenery appropriate for the occasion.
The scenery represents the gratitude of the city in a commendable salute to the fruit that has helped establish the community's fame.
To a newcomer driving through the city during festival
week, the proceedings may leave a wrong impression. The
tourist may assume that he is invading a movie set or that
he has gone to sleep at the wheel and is dreaming. Upon discovering what is really happening, he may question the location of such an event.
Indeed, he is justified in being leary of the seemingly
geographical miscue. The claim of "Banana Capital of the Nation" or the "Banana Crossroads of the United States" would
seem to be a far-fetched boast from a typical little town straddling the border in the far reaches of Western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
But further investigation supports the boast.
Any resident of the city--or cities—can tell you that while
no bananas are grown In Fulton, the town is a main redistribution center for the golden fruit grown in nine Latin American countries.
Located halfway between New Orleans, the nation's greatest banana port, and Chicago, Fulton is the hub of five rail
lines and serves as the main diversion point of the Illinois
Central Railroad, the nation's largest carrier of bananas.

Friday will be Salute to Industry Day and Latin-American
Friendship Day with a full schedule of activities, including the
semi-finals of the Banana Princess Pageant
The beauty pageant has attracted 38 of the nation's
most beautiful girls with entrants coming from (LS tar
away as Alaska. They will be bidding for the title now
owned by Vicki Lynn Hurd, ?cho will crown her successor.
Miss Hurd, a local product, was second runner-up in the
Miss America contest this year.
Also on hand for the pageant will be the 1966 Miss America,
Debbie Bryant. 1 he finals of the beauty pageant will be held
Saturday at 8 p.m.
Music will be provided each night of the carnival by the
Marimba Band.
Saturday's program highlights the festival schedule. Recording star Gary Lewis and his Playboys will perform at the
Cabana City auditorium at 245 p.m.
Saturday will begin with the festival grand parade ir downtown Fulton. Two hours of viewing high-stepping bands, colorful drill teams and beautiful floats will be capped by the awarding of over 5700 in prize money and trophies to winners of various categories.
(Continued On Page 3-C)

Carlos Castro (drum). Marcelo N.elez (guitar) lead parade
CIPAnk

41.••
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Mrs. Gene Baker, Mrs. William Stokes prepare art exhibit

Over 2,000 refrigerated cars of bananas come into
Fulton from the Gulf docks each month. The fruit LS
repacked and re-iced to prevent spoilage and is then
shipped out to points in all parts of the country.
Billions of pounds of bananas have been handled in Fulton's
redistribution centers since 1954.
Therefore, Fulton and the banana-producing countries are
bound together through the inter-transport of the scrumptuous
fruit.
It is only logical, then, that a celebration such as the International Banana Festival is held for the purpose of bringing together the parents of such an operation.
The importanc• of the festival in promoting diplomacy has
been recognized b.
bodies, President Johnson
has lauded the celebrate..
its "key role in the relations between the United States and Latin America."
During the festival, everything is done on a big league scale
—thanks to a hard-working corps of local personnel who devote
their efforts the year around to make the celebration grow in
prestige.
The work never stops and neither do the rewards.
While today officially marks the opening of the festival, for
more than 40 Latin American students the celebration is already
10 days old.
They are the Amigos, the representatives of Operation
Amigo Inc., who are honored with two weeks of observing
democratic processes. Fulton is the smallest city ever selected
for participation in the international goodwill program, which
Is supported by newspaper and business organizations all over
the world,'

Mrs. Henry Hanna, Mrs. Cene Baker, Mrs. William B. Stoke'

Already, the young Amigos have consumed priceless education while living In the homes of American youngsters, attending school with them and touring government offices.
They have entertained and been entertained. In short, they
have enjoyed 10 excitement-filled days in this area.
And, as a major cast in the festival production, the Amigos
will enjoy another full week of excitement before returning to
their Latin American countries to tell of their big exploration.
Today's festival program will be devoted to the arts and
crafts exhibits, which will include the works cf renowned artists
Ray Harm and Hugh Haynie, as well as exhibits by the visiting Latin American students. Cabana City, the authentic Latin
American village recreated from the city's little league ball
park, will be opened.
Before the big show comes to a close on Oct. 1, the thouof people who will swarm to the festival will have been
exposed to entertainment of the highest caliber.
The area's largest talent show will be featured Wednesday night at 7 o'clock with contestants bidding for prizes
amounting to 01,500. The inter-American Music Fiesta, featuring the performances of the Amigos, is scheduled for Thursday
night at 8 o'clock.

Avenue of Americas is part of festival features

Drawings Symbolize the spirit of Twin Cities for festival

r••
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Cabana City is a place ef great interest to everyone. The Cabanas are'
filled with crafts, exhibits and bananas,

VHATS GOING ON
HERE

Kentucky farmers
and agri-bus ine s s
people will have an
opportunity to hear
marketing problems,
trends, and potentials
discussed on October
4 at tie Sheraton Hotel
in Louisville. At this
time, Kentucky's first
Farm Marketing Conference and Workshop
will be held. It is
being sponsored by the
Governor's Commission on Agriculture.
The Kentucky Department of Agriculture
and the University of
Kentucky are cooperating with the event,
as is the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
The Processing and
Marketing Committee
of the Commission on
Agriculture is helping
to plan the program.
Albert Cash, Fancy
Farm, is Committee
chairman.
Governor Breathitt
will open the program

r.

Watch The Big Parade
In Comfort. Get A

Hardwood Folding
Chair
EACH
Only
caristaft ea
St•Maya,XT.'

at 10 a. m. with Dr.
Harold Breimeyer,
U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C., scheduled
to give the keynote
address. His topic
will be "Agriculture's
Changing Marketing
Structure."
Dr. Robert Rudd,
Department of Agricultural Economics,
University of Kentucky,
will also appear at the
morning session. He
will speak on "Kentucky's Agricultural
Marketing System-Some Limitations and
Opportunities." George

Mehre r, assis.;a: ;:
Secretary of Alt.:i.
Washir.govr,
is to be the 1•.:r.Z..1'ecn.
speaker. He
speak on "The
solved Issues Facing
America n Agrk uiture."
This is expected to be
a major farm policy
speech.
In the afternoon,
workshop sessions
will be held, with usestock, grain and
dairying as the main
topics for discussion.
Leading these discussions will be Dr.
,Echn Roberts, dairying; Wilmer BtOwring,.
livestock; and Dr.
Aubrey Brown. grain.
Byron G. Allen,
assistant to the secretary, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
will conclude the
conference with a
speech on "A New Era
In Marketing. " His
speech i s scheduled
for 3 p.m.
All persons interested
in agriculture and
particularly in the area
of marketing, are invited to attend this
program. Considerable
time and effort have
gone into planning the
agenda, and it is the
hope of those working
on the program that
it will make a contribution to our agricultural industry.
Marketing is a key
part of any industry,
and agriculture is no
exception. Perhaps
no other phase of the
industry offers the
problems or complications as does marketing. I feel that the
bestway to solve these
problems, or atleast
better understand what
we face, is to hold a
conference where the
entire agenda can be
devoted to the subject
at hand.
So it is that we will
have such a discussion
on October 4. I sincerely hope that the
program will be well
attended and that thcee
attending will offer
their support and
contributions toward
making it a worthwhile undertaking.
* * * *
Our 1966 district
4-H and FFA beef
shows are well under
way, with the next one
scheduled for October
1 at Owensboro.

Charge it now
on convenient
credit terms,
IPA Palau

8:30 to 6. Mon. Thru Thurs.

SALEII
LADIES' COLORFUL COTTON

Val. to 98c

Prettily patterned cotton prints styled for today's
active women. Short sleeves, cap sleeves. Button
fronts, zip fronts. A variety of smart designs to
choose from. A real value .. for this sale only.
Sizes: 12-20, 141
/
2-241
/
2.

Only 122 Pr.
Hurry Down

Low-Low Price

PO
Baby
ed
ha
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CS

re
to

RI:
Fro

HA

Pt

Ladies

Lander Luxury

CARDIGAN SWEATERS

SHAMPOO

"

— White Only

24t

BANANA DAYS
Extra Special
36 Inch

— Size 38 to 44
— Only 15 At

BANANA DAYS
Extra Special
GIRLS SCHOOL

BLEACHED MUSLIN

DRESSES
AND

YARD5

$4.

Values To $6.00

CORPARE AT 39c Yd. SAVE NOW.

Hurry For Best

you

Selection

StO

•

Boy's Vinyl

Mens Reg. $4.00
Dress-Up

22

JACKETSs
Our Regular $5.00
Size 3 to 14
Only 22 at this price

JEANS
" 22

•

Boy's Western Style

4.

I

JEANS

Continental Style
Permanent Crease
Black, Biege
and Green

Kide For hardwear.
Sizes 6 to 16

MEMOCHECK THESE BANANA DAYS SPECIALS10.11.111
Big Selection REMNANTS
PRICED TO CLEAR

Plastic SHOWER CURTAINS
NOW ONLY

ATHLETIC AND
PORTING GOOD

Printed PLASTIC DRAPES

WHOLIDBAUL fk RETAIL
FULTON. KY.

•

LIMITED OUANITY

Very Colorful RUGS

n

Only 39 Finger Tip TOWELS

67e

REG"LAR 59c VALUE

V

LEADER

EACH

ONLY 12 AT

6,7e

,277

e

S

64 x 76 Inman BLANKET
Reg.$2.00 RUGS
100% COTTON

PRINTED BLANKETS
WHITE 17 LAST

5.

I.

717
I.

MNIMILADIES FALL SHOE SALOME.
Reg.
$2.00
ialWara

33

H.
$2.99

88

Reg.
$3.99

•
=We

CHI
LEG
BA'
CHI

1 33

ONLY 27 AT THIS LOW PRICE

Reg. $4.00 Only 36 at

WE GIN AND BUY
PICKER COTTON
HAND-PICKED AND
SNAPPED
GOOD LINT TURNOUT
GOOD SAMPLE

Pork

Pr.

White and Prints
Only 21 at this

— Reg. 99#
— Limited
1 To Customer
— Only 36 Bottles

25'
67d

Ladies Stretch GIRDLES

5.5

WE BIM
SELL and TRADE
Both New & Used
Shotguns. Pistols,. Rifles

COTTON
GROWERS

Ladies NYLONS

HOUSE DRESSES

88

FRU
tit
SUP :

•

won,

1

11111•11M

ONE BIG GROUP

ALBERT COSTEN
COTTON GIN364-2742
DRESDEN TENN.

SALE STARTS AT
9 A. M. WEDNESDAY
4

HIRSC S

OPEN TILL 8:PM.
FRI - SAT MITES

NO1
BUT
VINGS
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WHOLE

REELFOOT SMOKED

WHOLE

FRESH PORK

.
B
L
PICNICS 90 PICNICS 390

Pork

PORK 'SAUSAGE

Lb.

re
Baby Beef

ed
ha
ea
ex

re

590 ViiiimerUTLETS Lib. 690 SwifiCifiliacoN
Lb. 250 PIG FEET
790
530 DRESSING
454 SPAGHETTI

Lb.

in

From Our Kitchen
8 Oz.

Lb,

From Our Kitchen

From Our Kitchen

160z,

250 HENS
690

*BELT
*7IE
*SHIRT
*SOCKS
*SHOES
TO BE GIVEN AWAY NOVEMBER 5th.

*GLOVES

FOR EXTRA SAVINGS
CHECK OUR SHELF PRICES
WITH ANYONE'S

TO BE GIVEN AWAY NOVEMBER 5th.

Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesday

PLUS YOU GET EXTRA SAVINGS
WITH QUALITY STAMPS
* PLUS TOP QUALITY MEATS

Will be here soon — so why not do

your shopping with Quality Stamps...Visit the Quality
Stamp Redemption Center located on the By-Pass,
Union City, Tennessee.
FOLOER'S CAN

••••

SAOLzAD450
OLIVE '

REGISTER FOR
MAN'S GOLDEN LANCER OUTFIT

REGISTER FOR
WOMAN'S CATLALINA
E
WARDROB
*HAT
*SHOES

CHRISTMAS

490

FREE! FREE!

FREE! FREE!

*3PIECESUIT
*PURSE

Lb.
Kitchen

r
i 8t
r GOu
El
F

16 Oz

Lb. 59°

Baking

me

BONES
Lean
hK
C
es
NrE
F

Reelfoot

g FRANKS

Lb.

Fresh

RIB STEAK
HAM SALAD

79A

Limit I Please

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

303 SIZE CAN

CREAM STYLE

.
b
L
COFFEE 390 CORN 5 $1.00
LEAF

CHICKEN BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
BACKS
CHICKEN NECKS

LB.

LB

1.B

L.

59( CHICKEN WINGS
291; t} hitIATOES
891; JUMBO PIES
491; CHICKEN LIVERS
191; CUT-UP FRYERS , 33( E.,,EsW. J. TEA
101; BARBECUE CHICKENS 691; MAYONAISE

300 SIZE

89(
TEA
5
3 $1 ORANGE JUICE Ai 69c
591; JERGENS SOAP A 101;
49( WASHING POWDERS 691;
FOR

NTfltD,SRT
$1 INT

FOR

12 PER 13"

1/2 I B. BOX

QUART

B
L
POTATOES 100 GRAPES
RED TOKAY

SWEET

.

FRUIT piEs F.007m,EAN 3 $1.00 POTATOESFR:=,5 89c GREEN ONIONS
4 $1.00 POLE BEANS
CREAM PIES 3 $1.00 OLEO
FOR

LBS

BUNCH

OCOMA FROZEN

LITTLE ANDY
STICK

FOR

SUPER VALUE

LEIS

LB,

LB. 190

.
F

101; CAULIFLOWER
19c PARSNIPS

HEAD 391;
29(

WONDER TWIN PACK

I I/4 LB. LOAF

BREAD 4 $1 PotatoChips 390
LOAVES

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

OUR AD RUNS 5 DAYS

NOT JUST THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY —
BUT MONDAY,& TUESDAY ALSO.GET EXTRA SAVVINGS WITH EXTRA DAYS TO DO YOUR SHOPPING.

ANN SON
EC AMES
SUPERMARKET
a

WE CLOSE ALL DAY
ON THE SABBATH.
Attend The Church Of Your Choice On Sunday.
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A
BOARD MEETING: Some of the hard-wo• rking Festival Board was caught by the photographer *Is week
at he•dgu
while President Jo Wastphitling was absent making • phone call. Group above includes
(from left) Conic Pawlukiewicz, Foad Homes, Sara Bushart, Sonny Puckett, Dub Burnatte, Frank Welch
and 3111 Fossiett.
2 114 cup all-purpose enriched
flour
1 teaspoon soda
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 cup milk
1 1/2 cup mashed ripe bananas
3/4 cup chopped pecans
1 teaspoon vanilla
Measure the first 8 ingredients
into mixing bowl and beat for 2
minutes at low speed, Add bananas, nuts and vanilla and beat
AT WORK PLANNING THE FESTIVAL -BEAUTY PAGEANT: Fulton Rotarians are working long and hard to make thai 1966 Pageant the
another 2 minutes. Have 2 8-inch
pans ready. Line with waxed
greatest ever. (Above): Ten of the Club members met at Festival Issadquarters last we.sk to glan housing and schedule for the 41 contestants
paper. Divide the batter, Bake in
this weekend. Grouo includes (from left) Gordon Baird, Paul Westpheling (seated), Dr. Ward Bush•rt, Bill Fossett (plead), Jerry W
, moderate
oven (350 degrees') about
Gid Willingham, Clyde Williams, Jr., Joe Davis, Jo• Sanders and Hunter Whites'''. Thirty-nine Club mitmh ars are divided into six committees 25 minutes.
When done place on
for the project.
rack to cool 5 minutes before turnIN, out of pan. When completely
cool finish the cake with either
simple addition of a sash or a cape. base of the cardboard tube and
the
A gypsy costume will emerge with shirt tail may be tucked in. Be sure caramel or divinity icing.
As the end of the Festit'al draws
the use of a bolero, a sash and to cut holes through the shirt to
some old jewelry with a scarf for match the holes in the tube so that near, how appropriate to top off
;ne
last day with such a fitting desthz hair.
the child may see. Now, with the
For a full length dress costume addition of a little stuffing in the sert. It's the end of Banana Anna,
by Jackie Caraway
too,
and she hopes you have enjoya strip of inexpensive material may shirt sleeves and whatever your
ed some of her recipes tried and
Trick or treat is the delight of nice over-sized midget will appear! be ruffled around the bottom of a ingenuity suggests
you have creatchildren about this time of year
true. Adios, Amigos!
Two large pieces of cardboard, regular dress. A Chinese dress can ed a tall monstrous
creature.
and what better time is it to think one for the front and one for the be made from a shift dress pattern
Of course, nothing seems as cute
of costuatcs than right now, with back can make an inexpensive cos- full length with slits up the sides. to the
oldsters as the stand-bys
Halloween just a few short weeks tume when tied to hang from the After Halloween the dress may be that
are created from the old
away.
shoulders and decorated with cut cut to the appropriate length for clothes basket such
as the clown,
PILLOWCASES! Yes,
pillow- outs or poster paints to resemble a
an every day dress.
the hobo, the bum. the Raggedy
cases that are about to be discard- clown or animal outfit when coupled
A unique costume that takes a Ann and Raggedy Andy, so let the
ed can be snipped for armholes with a suitable mask.
tittle more planning can be made kids have fun with such inexpensive
and the neckline with pinking
Pretty costumes seem to have
by taking a large piece of card- ideas and relax and enjoy a Halloshears then decorated to suit the taken the back seat to the weird
hoard and rolling it into a large ween that can be a real treat with
fancy with felt marking pens or and funny costumes in recent tube shape to fit over the
head and a few tricks out of the Shopper
iron-on tape. A skeleton motif per- years but inexpensive nylon net can upon the shoulders Try
Hobbies: A Deductible
the tube Column,
haps sketched in black, or a large transfer a little girl into a princess oh the child and cut eye
holes at
Expense?
face or eerie shape might appeal or a Cinderella in a hurry and they the proper place.
to the small fry.
make nice dress-up play clothes for
BANANA ANNA
An old shirt may be slipped over
You save stamps. 01 raise piWhen using the big face idea, a months ahead.
Banana Anna says to try a Bathis tube to be topped with a mask
geons. or collect cigar-store Indians.
hat could be fashioned from cardBrightly colored cotton dresses
and hat, thus forming the upper nana Nut Cake ..
Sometimes these sideline activities
board large enough that the brim may be transformed into Little
2/3 cup sbgrtening
part of a body. An old skirt of
can be costly. Are your expenses
would rest on the shoulders, and Miss Muffet, Little Bo Peep or
1 3/4 ctipehugar
mother's may then be draped
deductible at income tax time.
peep holes cut for the eyes. What a Red Riding Hood outfits with the
2 eggs
arou.ici the neck of the child at the
That depends primarily upon

Tricky Costumes Are A Treat

our motive. If you are pursuing
the activity as a hobby, for the
sheer pleasure of it. then you cannot deduct your expenses — any
more than you could deduct the
expense of a family picnic.
But if you are out to make a
profit, even though on a part-time
basis, you are indeed entitled to
take a deduction.
And what if your motive is partly pleasure and partly profit? Then,
to qualify for a deduction. you
must show that the profit motive
is the stronger of the two.
One indication is that you have
what a court called "the requisite
greed." Consider this case:
A businessman collected stamps
in his spare time. But he paid scant
attention to hobby groups or to the
finer points of philately. Instead,
relying on expert guidance, he concentrated on the dollar value of
what he bought and sold.
Accordingly, a court upheld his
claim to a tax deduction, finding
he was really more of an investor
than a hobbyist.
Another indication of a domi-

nant profit motive is the use of
professional techniques. For enample7
A sometime photographer, with
no studio, nevertheless sold notch
of his work on a professional basis.
And the equipment he used was
the kind used by professionals. not
by amateurs. He too was allowed
to deduct his expenses.
But your assertion of a profit
motive is weakened if, over a long
period of time, your expenses are
high and your income low.
A man of means decided to try
his hand at writing. ,For 20 long
years he wrote and published
books. Unhappily, almost nobody
ever bought them. A court denied
him tax relief, finding that, whatever his motive, it couldn't be
money.
Nor can you win a right to deduct expenses by describing as a
"business- what simply isn't. Thus,
raising Persian cats — when only
five kittens were produced during
the year—was held to be less of a
business than a pleasure.
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BE SURE TO GET YOUR CARD FILLED THIS WEEK...WE STILL
HAVE OVER 200.000 2434 GREEN STAMPS TO GIVE AWAY....
lieu.Ceuta RA. efral.tacky cWimntemtift.dtelk....LAST CHANCE !!!
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DONNA POE
ROSIE JACKSON
'JOYCE GOLDEN

1,000 cDAvIOwHARTOH
1,000 JOHN BENSON
1,000 MRS.JOHN BENSON

1,000 S FON BRASURE
i ,000
I,000
1,000 MAE MURPHY
1,000 COME ON- JOIN IN -THE FUN

1,000 14.G. BUTLER
1,000 ANN BOGESS
1,000 CHARLIE BETTS

HAVE
OVER ONE MILLIONMJ GREEN STAMPS BEEN
CTICV)E AWAY!
WON,AWNED STILL HAVE OVER 200,000
ecleena
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W. T.Sullivan, who for years
worked with the Illinois Central
railroad at Gibbs, died Sunday

afternoon in the Mayfield, Ky.,
hospital. He was 94.
Services will be held Tuesday afternoon at 2 In the Byrn
Funetal Home Chapel In Mayfield. The Rev. Loren Broadus,
pastor of the First Christian
church of Mayfield, will officiate and burial will be in May-'
field Memory Gardens.
Mr. Sullivan worked for
many years with the IC railroad
in Gibbs and was transferred to
Mayfield In 1945. He had been
a member of the Union City
Masonic lodge for more than 50
years and was a member of the
First Christian church.
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ALWAYS
TWO TOP FEATURES
THUR - FRI - SAT
SEPT. 29 30. JCT. 1
"THE GHOST IN THE
INVISIBLE BIKINI
Starr;o,
Tummy Kirk
N
- Dwayne Dickman
Annette Funicello
In
"HOW TO STUFF A
WILD BIKINt"

"THE RUSSIAHS
ARE COMINR
THE RUSSIAHS
ARE COMINR".
A NMI*'MON

CI011

Win BY Niuxi
"“tiil. UNITED AR11515

The most intense critic of a
child's behavior is another child.
He has black and uhite standards:
there are no greys in his judgment.
Nor does.he Make allowances "because they are only children" Getting children to react to playgrou
/safety is the basis of a new
Inn 1 film produced by Encyche
lie ia Britannica Films Inc., the
nation's oldest and largest producer
If educational films
Safety on the Playground shows
t hildren making and avoiding errors
Irons which accidents stem Dia1 igue is contemporary when several
boss discuss nays.that you can get
hurt playing catch. As they show
four or five ways to get hurt playing
ball, the action "freezes" so that the
teacher can hair students tell ishat
they uould have dine in a similar

DORA ANN SOUTH, 17, daughtar
of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell L. South
of Louisville, Kentucky has extensive training in piano, voice and
musical instruments and teaches
baton twirling. This summer she
troopni the U. S. as a USO show
Performer. Titles include Miss
Grayson County, Miss Kentucky
County Fair, Miss Auto World 1966,
Miss Hydroplane 1966, Kentucky
Snow Queen, Kentucky Homecom
ing Princess, All-American Bsauty
and 1st runner-up in the Miss
America Student Model pageant,
1966.

In
"OUR MAN Fl INT"
A N D
Aud IC Murphy

16-FOOT ALUMINUM
EXTENSION LADDER
ONLY $
WI111 PURCHASE OF
4 Gallons of any Acme
Quality Paint!

WASHINGTON
1 — Sixtl
paraplegics.
m
louth vietnaese
will be trained for rehabilitation.
it the Castle Point Veterans',
Hospital in New York. A crew Of;
doctors from South Viet Nam'
also will be trained in the treatment of paraplegics at the same,
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ARSENAL,
REDSTONE
Ala. (ANF) — The Army's
Missile Support Command
here is naming its new Metrology Center in honor of
the late MG John M. Cone,
commanding general of the
White Sands, N.M , Missile
Range at the time of his
death.
The $1,500,000 building
houses four separate laboratories as well as laboratory
support facilities.

Black Cherry. Newest
of the "in" fashion
colors for fall. Add this deep,
your dres.s or casual wardrobe.

BAY Family Shoi
Store Fulton, Ky.

General Electric
Television
$12888

HOUSE PAINT

DONNA MARIE FORD, 20, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Ford, Trenton, Tennessea and a
sophomore at UTMB. A long list of
titles includes Miss Milan, Miss
Gibson County, 1st Runner-up in
the West Ten. Strawberry Festival,
th.3 Tennessee Valley Pageant, the
j National Catfish Derby and the
Miss Tennessee Universe; 3rd run.
I ner-up in the International Banana
Festival and semi-finalist in tha
Miss Dixie pageant.

•LONGER-LASTING BEAUTY!
Stays new-looking for years. It's made to a balanced
formula that gives positive protection against snow,
rain, and summer heat.

General Electric
Console Stereo
$13888
Solid

"
General Electric
Maple Television

$209.95

•GLEAMING COLORS!
Choose from 52 lustrous colors from the Acpe Color
Selector or Color Guide . . gives a beautiful,
exciting finish. Or, select from the five types of
white paint.

GAYLE ANN CHANCEY, 19, is
ft:3 daughter of Mrs. Virginia
Chancey, Dearborn, Michigan. An
art major in high school and college, she has had extensive dancing and modeling experience. Tian
include Miss Michigan, Miss Dearborn, balsa Wayne, Miss Teen Midwest Miss Central States Retail
and 1st runner-up in Miss Teen
USA.
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SANDRA LOU HOPPER, 19, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. L.
Hopper, Henning, Tennessee and •
Sophomore at Mamphis State Uni'versify, where she is a member of
; the Alpha Gamma Delta sorority.
Titles include 4th Runner-up, Miss
Tenrassee; Miss Okra, Miss Ripley, DeSola Beauty at MSU, Cense.us Cutie. Greek Goddess C•ndidate,
ROTC Queen alternate, PiKA Cal.
ender girl, Strawberry Festival
queen alternate, and finalist at the
Tennessee Valley Pageant and the
Catfish Derby.

ACME QUALITY

•ECONOMICAL!
Brushes on so easily ... saves
you time and money. And your
home needs repainting less often.
So, for beauty plus positive protection, plan to paint with Acme
Quality New Era House Paint.
Quality is economy! Stop in and
see us today!

South Vietnamese
Paraplegics To
Be Given Training

situation. The film also reveals
stffiety practices related to,,playing
on the rings, running through others games. carrying pencils in your
pockets, and nearing proper shoes.
In each case, the freeze-frame
technique offers students a chance
to become involved by comparing
their experiences with the film.
Thus, the meaning of safety is more

The center will be officially dedicated Sept. 15.
General Cone assumed command at White Sands in August 1965, and died of a
heart attack in March of this
year.

Keep your home looking well-groomed
with

CHRISTINE
TORGESON, 19,
daughter of Mts. Norma Torgeson,
Anna Maria Island, Florida., is a
student at Manatee (Fla.) Junior
Colley?. Titles include DeSoto
Princess, 1965, Miss Congeniality.
Miss Manatee County 1965; Miss
Manatee County 1966, 1st runner-up
to Miss Florida 1966 and Miss Congeni•lity, National Sweetht art Con last 1966.

deeply impressed upon the children,
retention is much greater. aad they
learn that "safety's not for sissies!'
Timely for 'honing prior to the
start of school summer vacations,
educators, playgrbup supervisors,
and others can obtain the film and
further information by writing to,
Encyclopaedia Britannic& Films
Inc., 425 N. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60611.
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by W.W.Bauer, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
TEXAS OIL COMPANY needs
man over 30 at once for Fulton
area. Rapid advancement. Liberal
fringe benefits. Must own car and
be able to take short trips. Sales
experience helpful but not necessary. See C. C. Stiles, Vice President Southwestern Petroleum Corporation, at Downtowner Motor
Inn, Memphis. Tennessee, on September 30 at BA. M. No phone calls
please. Man selected begins practical training next day.

REDUCEI
.vith Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now available at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG
HOSPITALIZATION AGENTS
Appointments and office furnished by Company. Complete line of
Hospital, Surgical and Medical.
Gua...nteed renewable for life sold
to all ages. Pays in addition to any
insurance and medicare. Special
Medicare Supplement Policy. Also
complete line of Life Insurance
with vested monthly renewals.
Fringe benefits for our agents.
Must be over 21 and have car.
Write:
Pyramid
P.O. Box 422
Madisonvillt, K,•ntocity

INCOME • SPARE TIME
No selling. Refill and colter'
money from New Type coin operated dispensers in this area. Must
have car, references, WO to 81850
cash. Ten hours weekly can net
excellent income. More time can
result in more money. For personal interview write CO-REP.,
INC., 10 CALIFORNIA AVE.,
CONVALESCENT ITEMS
PITTSBURGH, PA., 15202. Include Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
phone number.
etc are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479-2382.

63 CORVAIR; bucket seats,
4 on Si,. floor, 34,000 miles;
sharp
63 FORD 2•dr 6 cyl; Intwner,
Sharp
62 NASH convertible; bucket
seats
62 NASH Ambassador VS, power steering and brakes; air•
conditioned; low mileage;
clean and sharp
60 VALIANT station wagon straight shift
60 CHEVROLET Impala, 4-dr.
60 FORD station wagon
STUDEBAKER, OD St. Dr.
FORD Fairlane SOO, 4-door;
sharp
CHEVROLET VS straight;
stick
57 BUICK Super; real sharp
SS BUICK hardtop
53 FORD VS, automatic
JEEP Station wagon
SS FORD Panel Truck; good
Condition
52 CHEVROLET pickup; clean
52 DODGE Van
54 GMC 34-ton; hydraulic II*
en rear

THE SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
tribution of milk at the morning
Twenty years ago this month recess time was one of the first.
the United States launched a na- Pediatricians objected to this on
tional program of the greatest the ground that it interfered with
significance to the growing chil- appetite for lunch.
dren of our nation It was the
School Milk Begun
National School Lunch Program
Teachers and public health
Long before that, concerned
physicians and public health nurses observed that many chilworkers, as well as educators. dren came to school without
had realized that poor nutrition breakfast for a variety of reain children was not only a danger sons, including just plain shiftto their health but a detriment lessness of parents in some instances. Distribution of milk was
to their learning capacity.
Many local efforts were made therefore undertaken. in many
dis.
The
challenge
areas, just before the opening of
to meet the

school in the morning.
As school and home became
more and more distant, and more
and more parents worked all day,
it became evident that more than
Just milk was required. Many
children brought lunches which
were woefully inadequate nutritionally, though often appetitesatisfying enough. Educators and
public health workers deplored
the lack of educational impact in
the mere distribution of milk,
despite the fact that this partially
filled a serious deficiency.
So was born the National
School Lunch Program, administered through the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture and State
departments of education. Federal funds reimburse the local
communities for part of the cost
of the food, most of which is
purchased locally. Some foods
are purchased by the Department
of Agriculture, and some surplus
foods are also distributed from
this source.

Dr. Leonardo Trijada Zambrano, Professor of Fine Arts at that University
of Quito is shown hare with his interpreter and escort, Jose GonzalezF antony (left) as they admire one of Put distinguished paintings from the
Ashland Oil Purchase Prize Collection at the Fulton Library.

retain their loveliness when
professionally drycleaned with ow,exelugive

Miracle Finish

FOR SALE Repossessed Singer
Zig-Zag sewing machine, $5.00 per
month. New guarantee. For details
contact Singer Company, Union
City, Tenn. 885-3031. Free home
demonstration if desired.

Every sweater will regain its original
luxurious softness and again have that
"like-new" quality you love.
•
If you want your sweater to have that
"look of newness" again, you must try

SERVICES. Those of you who
have some service to offer have an
opportunity in classifieds. Do you
paint? do alterations? fix bicycles?
bahysit? Make that spending money — use Shopper classifieds!

General Electric ranee; factory
Norge refrigerator, geed $210.15
Cushion floor — $2.25 S. Yard
1 gas range — "as - is" $10.00
1 Electric rang., good
$20.
2-piece hying room suite,
good
4.13rawor chest ...
$5
2-Refrigerators in working
order, each
.....
Small Hotpoint refrigerator $35
Small Gibson refrigerator $40
Come in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not advertitedl

Tha huge paintings displayed in Site library were admired by the many
people who attended the opening art cremonies Sunday afternoon.

Record Industry
Honors Churchill
AMSTERDAM
— An
Edison, the Oscar of the record
industry, has been awarded to a
recording of speeches by Sir
Winston Churchill In the 1918-45
period. His daughter, Mary
Soames, received the statuette
in the.Concertgebotaar Haiti/cm—
DutCh Culture Minister Maarten

—Pitmifuns Ste-4
— —
• Pufteas
Phone 472-34

'EARLY BIM'

Advanced!New!SpeciallyDeveloped

25' RECTANGULAR
25'over•Ilelial..1411.. 295 se, le, rocl•ngular &lure •roa

If you are at the scene of an
accident, do not move the in
jured. Do not permit the injured to walk about. Moving
injured people may hurt them
seriously. Call an ambulance
and the appropriate city,
county, or state law enforcement agency. Until help arrives, make the injured as
comfortable as you can while
keeping them quiet.
isMS 0

AT YOUR SERVICE
titrliruckDelively
DUAL SPEAKERS!
The WILLIAMS•%Mid 52070W
Beautiful Contemporary styled "lo-boy"
cabinet in genuine oil finished Welnut
veneers and select hardwood
solids. Two Zenith quality
twin-cone 7's 5'speakers.

OF WAYNE'S DAIRY FEED
AND T. C. PIG STARTER

(stronger than original equipment!
• l3f,"
• Wide tread—Nylon 4-ply construction

•FULL ZENITH QUALITY!
Deluxe fine-furniture cebinetryl

7.75-15 . $16.00
.$14.83
8.25-14
$16.58.....$15.38
8.55-14.....$17.17

handcrafted
built better to last longer!
100% NANDWIRID COLOR CHASSIS—No printed
circuits, no production shortcuts. Every Zenith TV
chassis connection is 100% handwifrad file greater
operating dependability.
SUPER SOLD VIDEO GUARD TUNING SWUM with
exclusive Gold Contacts for ultra sensitive reception,
longer TV life and greater picture stability.
SLINININP COLOR PICTURE TUBE—New europium
rare-earth phosphor for greeter picture brightness.

Choose Zenith Quality for Finest Performance

The best feed — at a Popular Price! It will
Pay You to check our Service and our
Primo. Now!

(Plus Recappable Tire. Federal Tax and Sales Tax)

Fulton, Ky.

September 29, 1966
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FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
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